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Libertarians and the Constitution 
Charles Hull Wolfe 

FOR OVER a century after its 
signing in September 1787, the 

United States Constitution was 
upheld by a citizenry which, by 
and large, appreciated it both in 
letter and spirit, and sought to 
live according to its ideal of lim
ited government protecting indi
vidual rights. 

But toward the end of the nine
teenth century, and especially 
since the 1930's, more and more 
Americans began to accept a the
ory of government--call it stat
ism, collectivism, socialism, or 
what you will-in direct opposi
tion to the individualist philoso
phy of our Founding Fathers. Un-

fortunately, many of those who 
held to the philosophy of freedom 
which underlies our national char
ter did not understand it well 
enough to competently defend the 
principles of Constitutional gov
ernment. 

R ole of Libertarians 

Who, then, remain- on this 
169th anniversary of the Consti
tution- as the genuine upholders 
of "that magnificent document"? 
It would seem that the most able 
supporters might well be the liber
tarians-those rooted in a clear 
perception of the significance of 
the individual, his inclinations 

Mr. Wolfe is a 1nember of the Btaff of the Foundation for Economic Education. 
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toward self-sufficiency and self
government, and his deep beliefs 
in the right to own and exchange 
the fruits of his labors without 
government intervention. 

Thinkers who accept these ideas 
entertain views closely allied to 
those held by the strict construc
tionists among the Constitution 
framers. As much or more than 
any others, these libertarians un
derstand the reasons for the re
strictions on federal government 
imposed by our national charter. 

Libertarian Hold1 Back 

Yet it is a simple fact that 
rarely indeed does the libertarian 
rise up today as a stanch and vo
cal champion of the U.S. Consti
tution. Rather, this authentic 
liberal appears to have pushed the 
Constitution into the background 
of his mind. He is apt to men
tion it seldom, and even then with 
only mild endorsement. For al
most a year now I have been ask
ing myself: Why this neglect of 
Constitutional principles? 

I have since concluded that the 
most incisive answer to the ques
tion lies in the conviction, appar
ently entertained by many able 
students, that libertarianism and 
Constitutionalism conflict - that 
there is essential opposition be
tween the philosophy of freedom 
and our national charter, and that 
hence, one cannot consistently be 
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both a libertarian and a Consti
tutionalist. 

This is a view which I once held. 
It is a position which can be sup
ported by an imposing array of 
argument, and I am quite aware 
that each libertarian must decide 
the issue for himself. But I now 
sincerely believe that the apparent 
clash between libertarianism and 
the Constitution is superficial 
rather than fundamental; that 
each has its necessary place, and 
is important- even indispensable 
- to the other. 

Idea and Identification 

Libertarianism is a philosophi
cal idea or ideal; the original 
Constitution is its highest mani
festation or identification as law 
ever experienced by a nation. This 
true liberalism act& as cause; our 
fundamental federal document ap
peared as effect. The philosophy 
of freedom might be termed an 
ideological discovery; our national 
charter is the legal means by 
which that discovery is founded 
or established in public life. 

Thus the two-the libertarian 
philosophy and our Constitution 
as originally conceived and inter
preted-can be viewed as an in
separable whole: cause and effect, 
idea and identity, a discovery and 
its founding. 

One without the other is more 
or less ineffective and incomplete. 

The libertarian philosophy with
out its manifestation as law tends 
to appear as mere theorizing, 
while thi Constitution, if it had 
not been preceded by the philos
ophy of freedom as conceived by 
the Founding Fathers and ex
pressed in the Declaration of In
dependence, would have been as 
worthless as the charters of most 
other nations. By the same token, 
our Constitution today, since it is 
no longer sustained by a wide
spread libertarian understanding, 
is rapidly losing its practical 
value. 

Ob jection I B R aiaed 

"But," a student of liberty says, 
"the U. S. Constitution never was 
a direct manifestation of the liber
tarian philosophy as I understand 
it. If my sense of libertarianism 
be termed cause, then the effect 
as law would be quite different 
from our federal Constitution. In 
particular, such a charter would 
place far more severe and specific 
limitations on the prerogatives of 
government- greater restrictions 
on its powers to tax and to spend; 
and outright elimination of its 
now-presumed mandates to trans
fer wealth, to subsidize, to regu
late the economy, and to engage 
in a host of business activities." 

"Thus," says the objector, "I 
cannot accept your explanation of 
libertarianism and the Constitu-
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tion as cause and effect, or idea 
and its legal identification-if by 
that idea or cause you mean the 
libertarian philosophy as I see it." 

Interpretation and Amendment 

On the surface this is a reason
able objection, but I believe it pro
ceeds either from insufficient rec
ognition of the extent to which 
the original Constitution did limit 
the federal government, or else 
from an inadequate appreciation 
of the actual (and desirable) flexi
bility of the Constitution, result
ing from the combined influence 
of Constitutional interpretation 
and Constitutional amendments. 

In 1787, when our national 
charter was created, it represent
ed the highest degree of libertar
ian thinking that the people were 
willing to accept and live by. Since 
then, by amendment and interpre
tation, the Constitution could have 
moved either of two ways: toward 
even more limitations on govern
ment (and hence toward still 
greater individual freedom), or 
toward fewer restrictions on the 
political instrument. Of course 
we know that the movement has 
been in the latter direction. 

Admittedly, the Constitution as 
currently amended and interpret
ed, expresses the libertarian ideal 
only to a minimum degree. It has 
been twisted and bent to serve the 
purposes of collectivism. But this 

is no accusation against the orig
inal document. Repeatedly it has 
been interpreted and amended in 
the wrong direction. But there is 
nothing whatsoever in the original 
charter which ever prevented it
or which now prevents it-from 
being interpreted and amended 
more and more in the libertarian 
direction, i.e., toward less govern
mental interference with individ
ual affairs and economic actions. 

Taxes arul the Constitution 

Let me briefly illustrate this im
portant point in connection with 
just one crucial aspect of our na
tional charter: its provisions con
cerning the federal government's 
power to tax. 

The original Constitution very 
severely curtailed the taxing pow
er by laying down a concept of 
"uniform taxation" in which "di
rect taxes shall be apportioned 
among the several States ... ac
cording to their respective num
bers" (Article I, Section 2), not 
according to their ability to pay! 

In the years since the fra'rning 
of the Constitution, if the people 
had been ready for still more lim
ited government revenue, there 
was nothing in the Constitntion 
preventing an amendment in that 
di1·ection. 

Instead, the decay of libertar
ian understanding in America, 
and the gradual acceptance of fed-
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eral paternalism (resulting in in
creased expenses) prompted a de
mand for a progressive, unlimited 
personal income tax, which ap
peared in 1913 as the Sixteenth 
Amendment. This, as the student 
of liberty knows, permitted vast 
strides away from limited govern
ment and toward collectivism. 

Forsake the Constitution? 

But just because our Constitu
tion has been mutilated-in this 
and other instances-is that rea
son for the libertarian to aban
don it? As a matter of principle, 
do we forsake anything of real 
value just because there has been 
an attempt (perhaps temporarily 
successful) to taint or tarnish it? 

If we abandon whatever collec
tivism seeks to corrupt, we may 
finally have to forsake even com
munication itself, for collectivism 
persistently attempts to change 
the meaning of words (as for in
stance, the word "liberal") alter
ing definitions to suit its own pur
poses. 

Just because the original Con
stitution does not limit the federal 
government as severely as we 
might like, (judging by our own 
ideals) is that reason to dismiss 
it, especially at a time when the 
original document is still much 

nearer the libertarian standard 
than is popular opinion ? 

In Constitutional provisions we 
can find a legal anchor to which 
we can tie our idealism. Once this 
country begins to live up to the 
governmental restrictions imposed 
by the Constitution, we can go on 
from there and seek still further 
limitations on the political instru
ment. 

As libertarians, we always can 
- and should-state our own ideal 
sense of things, even when it dis
agrees with our national charter ; 
but at the same time, would it not 
be well to understand and point 
out those ways in which the Con
stitution comes closer to the ideal 
than does the status quo? 

In so doing, we would take our
selves out of the position that per
mits opponents to label one a 
"quaint idealist" or a "dreamy 
theorist" or a "mere philosopher"; 
and we bring to our lofty percep
tions of freedom the virility of 
law and the realism of history. 
Thus we document the fact that 
libertarianism, to a remarkable 
degree, already has been embodied 
in the fundamental law of this 
land, as seen in a strict interpre
tation of the inspired charter com
pleted on that long-ago autumn 
day- September 17. 1787. 



Jury Law 

of the Road 

Richard C. Baker 

MUCH is heard today about 
judge-made law. This type of 

legislation is created in a some
what negative fashion. It comes 
into being through a court deci
sion vacating on constitutional 
grounds a policy established by 
the legislature and thereby in ef
fect instating a conflicting one. 

But it is not only the judges 
who are being accused of legisla
t ive usurpation; our juries are 
having a similar charge leveled 
against them. It is alleged that 
they, too, now and then thrust 
themselves into the roles of law
givers and undertake to remake 
laws to fit their own ideas. 

Judges use open nullification to 
achieve their objectives, while ju
rors rely on a subtle kind of sabo
tage to attain theirs. When juries 
disapprove of a law, they slowly 
sap its vitality through a series 
of enervating verdicts until it fi-
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nally becomes but a pale copy of 
its former self. Their continued 
refusal to enforce a particular law 
usually induces the legislature to 
revise it to make it conform to the 
jury's conception of what it 
should be like. 

One of the most notable exam
ples of jury-made law in the 
United States today has grown 
out of motor vehicle accidents 
caused by negligence. The law on 
the subject, as it has stood for 
some time, decrees that a person 
injured through the careless oper
ation of a vehicle may secure re
dress from the owner or driver, 
provided the complainant himself 
is without fault. If he is blame
worthy in the slightest degree for 
his own misfortune, he is preclud
ed from recovering compensation. 
The law asserts further that the 

Dr. Baker ia Professor of Political Science, School of American Studies, HardinD ColleQe, 
Searcu. Arkansas. 
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plaintiff must bear the burden of 
proof in the prosecution of his 
claim, and also must prove his 
case by a preponderance of evi
dence. There are, to be sure, a 
few states which use the rule of 
comparative negligence. Under 
this doctrine, the plaintiff may 
still recover even though he is at 
fault, if his misfeasance is less 
serious than that of the defend
ant. The amount of damages, how
ever, in that case is less than it 
would have been had the plaintiff 
been free from all blame. 

JURIES formerly gave careful 
weight and consideration to all of 
the pertinent factors here men
tioned. But more recently, they 
seem to have lost interest in these 
elements and show only a mini
mum of concern about them. In 
fact, when judges and lawyers 
commence discussing such mat
ters, the jurors become restless 
and impatient and start squirming 
in their chairs. To them, such talk 
is highly irrelevant and pointless 
and serves only to befog the main 
issue. In the minds of the jury
men all that they really need to 
know is the answer to two ques
tions, and they will be enlightened 
sufficiently to render their verdict. 
These questions are: How badly 
was the victim hurt, and was the 
defendant certainly insured? If, 
by any chance, the defendant 

should lack insurance coverage, 
their task might be a little more 
difficult. 

Two recent developments are 
responsible for this change of 
mood on the part of juries. One is 
that motor vehicle accidents have 
become so common that they can 
happen to anyone, including a ju
ror. They have ceased to be those 
isolated and rare tragedies which 
occur perhaps once in a genera
tion in a neighborhood. So fre
quently do they now take place 
that they are considered only 
slightly less certain than death, 
taxes, and the poor. They have 
become, as it were, almost a part 
of the warp and woof of that phe
nomenon known as the American 
way of life. The second develop
ment is the general practice of 
motorists to carry casualty insur
ance, which at least gives the im
pression that the defendant is an 
insurance company rather than an 
individual. 

The only occasions on which the 
juries will now attach much im
portance to the question of negli
gence, contributory negligence, 
burden of proof, and similar fac
tors are those where the defend
ant counterclaims that the plain
tiff caused him injury, or where 
it is evident that the defendant is 
not insured. In the first instance, 
there are actually two defendants 
involved, between whom the jury 
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must choose, and it will try in all 
likelihood to give due weight to 
the matter of culpability before 
determining which one should be 
held liable. 

In the second case, where the 
defendant must satisfy out of his 
own pocket any judgment ob
tained against him, the jury 
doubtless will want to be sure 
that he has been remiss before 
saddling him with such a burden. 
However, some jurors, especially 
the insurance-minded, might feel 
that a person so foolish and in
considerate as to venture upon 
our hazardous highways without 
adequate coverage should be re
quired to pay the damages of any 
accident to which he is a party, 
fault or no fault. Such an individ
ual, they might argue, by creating 
a situation wherein an injured 
motorist might he denied compen
sation due him, is a serious men
ace to the road and deserves no 
indulgence. 

AGAINST THE BACKGROUND of 
these developments, the average 
juror reasons about as follows. 
The plaintiff has been hurt in an 
automobile accident, and there
fore is entitled to recoup his losses 
in one way or another. The juror 
knows that if he were in the 
plaintiff's place, he would expect 
restitution from some source. The 
most likely source to which to 

turn, it would seem, would be the 
defendant because it was his car, 
after all, which caused the injury. 
There may be, to be sure, some 
little question about fault, but 
that factor now is of small impor
tance ; for whether the defendant 
is or is not to blame, he will not 
be compelled to expend his own 
money. The obligation to pay has 
been imposed on the insurance 
company, which has been collect
ing millions of dollars in premi
ums from thousands of people to 
cover such cases. 

Consequently, the whole matter 
boils down to this: If a verdict is 
found against the defendant, the 
plaintiff will be reimbursed, the 
defendant will lose nothing, and 
the insurer will be able to make 
the necessary amends without 
causing even a dent in its huge 
assets. In other words, at least one 
person will be made very happy, 
and no one will become especially 
aggrieved. What must happen to 
insurance rates as a result of this 
philosophy seems to have been 
largely ignored. 

What the juries are actually ac
complishing through their ver
dicts therefore is a partial revi
sion of the law of automobile neg
ligence. More particularly, they 
ar e discarding the old rule requir
ing the plaintiff to prove affirma
tively negligence by the defend
ant, and in its place are substitut-
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ing a new one which virtually 
presumes negligence on the part 
of the latter. This means that all 
a plaintiff may be required soon 
to do is to allege lack of due care, 
and force the defendant to rebut 
the allegation by positive proof. 
Stated a little differently, the bur
den of proof, for all intents and 
purposes, is being transferred 
from the complainant to the de
fendant, contrary to an ancient 
legal principle. 

The English courts have already 
changed the law of automobile 
negligence in at least one impor
tant respect. They have done so in 
order to give expression to what 
they believe to be a new public at
titude toward the subject. These 
courts have all but rejected the 
rule requiring affirmative proof of 
lack of due care as it applies to 
certain accident cases, and have 
taken to inferring negligence in 
such instances. 

Lord Justice Denning of the 
English Lords of Appeals, in an 
article in the November 1955 is
sue of the American Bar Associa
tion Journal, shows how this lat
est trend of thought is taking 
shape. He relates a recent occur
rence in England where two cars 
one night crashed into each other, 
killing both male drivers. There 
were no witnesses to the accident 
other than the victims ; nor was 
there any proof of negligence on 

the part of either man. The Court 
of Appeals, however, rose to the 
occasion, and by exercising a rare 
bit of ingenuity, came up with the 
inference that both men were at 
fault; for otherwise how could the 
accident have occurred? It also 
created the fiction that each man 
was equally to blame for the 
other's demise. Once these two 
propositions were established, it 
was easy to find that each widow 
was entitled to an award because 
of the delinquency of the other 
lady's husband. Since England 
has compulsory automobile insur
ance, the estate of neither dece
dent was held liable; the insurers 
of the respective drivers were 
compelled to do the paying. 

The Court here not only did vio
lence to a basic rule of negligence 
but conveniently overlooked a host 
of possibilities as likely as ab
sence of due care which might 
have caused the accident. But ac
cording to the Lord Justice, if the 
Court had not decided as it did, 
"See what . . . would have hap
pened .. .. If those two widows 
had lost their claims, it would 
mean that the insurance compa
nies would go scot free and the 
widows would get nothing." In 
other words, the Court evidently 
felt that it had a duty to concoct 
a legal theory, however farfetched 
it might be, whereby the widows 
could recover and the insurers 
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would be forced to make restitu
tion, regardless of all other con
siderations. 

THERE IS a school of thought in 
this country which insists that ju
ries, judges, and the people are all 
lagging badly in their thinking 
with respect to one phase of mo
tor vehicle accidents. This aspect 
concerns the extent of compensa
tion coverage. The members of 
this school contend that the gen
eral character of automobile dis
asters has so changed that all par
ties to them, including the wrong
doer or tort-feasor, should be paid 
for their injuries. Such a proposal 
may seem unjust, unrealistic, and 
even fantastic; but it is being 
pressed earnestly by this group, 
which has constructed a very at
tractive, though perhaps specious, 
argument in its support. 

The advocates of this scheme 
maintain that automobile acci
dents are one of the products of 
our modern social order. Specifi
cally, they are the result of two re
cent growths inour society. One 
of these is the extreme mobility 
of our people; the other is the 
widespread demand for high-pow
ered cars. The public insists upon 
the use of these faster motor ve
hicles although fully aware that 
they are a constant danger to the 
millions who travel our highways. 
This condition had made the mo-

torist a captive or innocent victim, 
whichever you prefer, of society, 
and has rendered him virtually 
powerless to protect himself or to 
save himself from injuring others. 
Consequently, injuries which he 
may cause or suffer stem not from 
any error or omission of his but 
from an inherently dangerous sit
uation foisted upon him by the so
cial organization which has made 
him its prisoner. This social or
ganization, being the villain in 
the piece, so continues the argu
ment, should provide a compensa
tory system to take care of the 
losses experienced in motor ve
hicle mischances. 

THE RATIONALE of this proposal is 
not of recent origin. It came into 
being in connection with indus
trial injuries about a half-century 
ago, and was soon translated into 
an appropriate statute. The law in 
question established a workmen's 
compensation system, under which 
a wage earner became entitled to 
redress for those impairments 
sustained in the course of his em
ployment without regard to the 
existence of fault on his part or a 
lack of it on the part of his em
ployer. The only times when he 
would fail of an award would be 
those occasions where the injury 
was willfully self-inflicted or had 
resulted from his own intoxica
tion. Today nearly every state in 
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the Union has some sort of a pro
gram of this type. 

In most states, industries are 
required to be insured against in
dustrial injuries through either 
private insurance companies or a 
comparable state agency. Such in
juries are compensated in accord
ance with a scale of remuneration 
set up by law. The loss of an eye 
is valued at one figure, the depri
vation of an arm or leg at another, 
and so on. The amounts to be paid 
and the length of time the pay
ments run vary with the extent 
and duration of the disability. 
Since fault is not a factor and the 
sums to be paid are calculated on 
a more or less automatic basis, ad
ministrative agencies are substi
tuted for the regular courts in set
tling claims. It is true that a 
worker might secure a larger 
amount of money if he were left 
to his common law right of ac
tion against his employer, but in 
such an event he would also run 
the risk of obtaining absolutely 
nothing. Under the workmen's 
compensation system his award is 
certain and unfailing. 

IF ALL automobile injuries are to 
be compensated without regard to 
fault, some innovations in the law 
similar to those governing indus
trial accidents may be expected. 
In the first place, compulsory in
surance for all operators must be 

instituted so that all who may 
partake in the benefits will be 
made to share in the cost. In the 
second place, with the advent of 
the compulsory feature, limits will 
have to be placed upon the awards, 
as is done in the case of industrial 
mishaps; otherwise there will be 
a tendency for the awarding 
agency, be it administrative or ju
dicial, to allow raids on the insur
ance funds, even to a greater ex
tent than our juries now permit. 
In the third place, it might be pro
posed to supplant the courts with 
an administrative agency to de
termine claims. 

In the past, when negligence 
was an essential ingredient of 
automobile accident claims and it 
was thought that the proper de
termination of fault involved an 
interplay of certain subtle and im
ponderable qualities which only a 
jury possessed, a cold impersonal 
administrative board was held in
competent to make correct deci
sions in such cases. But with the 
passing of the culpability factor, 
leaving only the question of ex
tent of injuries within limits pre· 
scribed by law to be decided, the 
people probably would accept for 
this task a group of experts capa
ble of acting more expeditiously 
and effectively than a slower mov
ing judicial body. 

There can be little doubt that 
the public attitude toward vehicle 
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accidents has been undergoing 
a marked transformation. The 
alarming toll of life, limb, and 
property taken on our highways 
has been mainly instrumental in 
bringing about this conversion. 
This appalling circumstance has 
produced a sense of futility and 
frustration in the average citizen, 
and made him feel inadequate to 
cope with the problem as an indi
vidual. He has become so baffled 
by its innumerable implications, 
ramifications, and effects that he 
is not adverse to shedding the re
sponsibilities involved and shift
ing them to the collective shoul
ders of the community. More and 
more is he becoming enamored of 
the notion advanced by some peo
ple that he is but the unfortunate 
victim of a sorry condition im
posed on him by society, and 
therefore should be absolved from 
all accountability in connection 
therewith. Such a thought serves 
to lift a tremendous burden from 
both his nervous system and his 
conscience. 

THE INSTALLATION of an automat
ic compensatory program for all 
motor vehicle injuries presents an 
intriguing prospect to the motor
ist. Under this scheme, he would 
no longer be forced to traverse 
the long tortuous path of a court 
trial, perhaps only to find at the 
end of it that his offender is un-

insured and hence financially irre
sponsible. Nor would he have to 
worry about a jury bringing in a 
verdict for damages far in excess 
of his coverage should he himself 
be the defendant. Moreover, even 
where he is the culprit, he can be 
sure of restitution for his own 
losses. Call such a scheme social
ism, if you will, but John Q. Mo
torist is commencing to cast ap
proving glances in its direction. 

If the ordinary juror were asked 
whether he believes in socialism, 
he would throw up his hands in 
horror at the thought. He prob
ably would use some choice and 
colorful language to express his 
denial. Yet through the medium 
of his verdicts he is laying the 
groundwork for a species of so
cialization, which requires all 
drivers collectively to assume the 
liability of the individual operator 
without regard to the element of 
fault. In short, he is coming close 
to substituting a public responsi
bility for a personal one. The ju
ror has not reached the stage in 
his thinking where he is ready to 
requite the wrongdoer for his in
juries but that phase may not be 
as far off as some people might 
believe. In any event, one thing 
seems certain: that the juror is 
in the process of helping to write 
a new and important chapter in 
the law of the road. 



The Great Swindle 
H enry H azlitt 

WE LIVE in the Age of Infla
tion. It has become a fixed 

idea among governments that 
their paramount economic aim 
must be to maintain "full employ
ment," and that full employment 
can be maintained only by deficit 
financing, artificially cheap mon
ey, or direct recourse to the print
ing press. 

Once under way, inflation sets 
in motion powerful special inter
ests which demand its continu
ance. For it benefits some groups 
of the population at the expense 
of all the rest. Inflation is a tax 
- the cruelest and most wanton 
of all taxes. Under it, all creditors 
are systematically swindled. 

Cynical Defense 

"He that would hang his dog," 
says an old proverb, "gives out 
first that he is mad." He that 
would swindle a creditor must first 
give him a bad name. The late 
Lord Keynes did this by calling 
him the "rentier." He implied 
that the rentier was simply an 
idle plutocrat who lived on un
earned interest at the expense 
of the struggling workers. In 
his General Theory (page 376) , 

Keynes spoke of "the euthanasia 
of the rentier, and, consequently, 
the euthanasia of the cumulative 
oppressive power of the capitalist 
to exploit the scarcity-value of 
capital. Interest today rewards no 
genuine sacrifice." 

But who in the modern world 
are the creditors, the "rentiers"? 
They include, in addition to the 
holders of mortgages and corpo
rate bonds, the thrifty, the small 
people who put their money in 
savings deposits or life-insurance 
policies, and all the owners of gov
ernment bonds, who were induced 
to take these bonds for patriotic 
reasons. And who are the debtors 
who are being relieved of the al
legedly dreadful burden of having 
to pay interest and repay capital 
in currency units of the same val
ue as those they borrowed? They 
include the big corporations, the 
big holders of common stocks, 
and the speculators who have 
learned how and when to jump in 
and out and exploit the value of 
a depreciating currency. 

I append a table compiled by 
Franz Pick for his forthcoming 
1956 edition of Pick's Currency 
Y earbook. This shows the depre-

15 
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ciation of 53 currencies in the ten 
years from 1946 to 1955, as meas
ured by each government's own 

CURRENCY UNITS 
Loss of purchasing power, 1946-55 

Portuguese 
Dominican 
Egyptian 
Haitian 
Indian 
Pakistan 
Ceylon 
Lebanese 
Belgian 
Swiss 
German 
Honduran 
Irish 
Italian 
Guatemalan 
Costa Rican 
Danish 
Ecuadoran 
u. s. 
Canadian 
Netherlands 
Norwegian 
Iranian 
Venezuelan 
S. African 
Spanish 
Swedish 

Pe1· Per 
Cent Cent 

0 El Salvador 32 
2 Turkish 32 
2 Hong Kong 33 
3 Thailand 33 

10 Malayan 34 
10 New Zealand 34 
I I British 35 
16 Colombian 46 
19 Uruguayan 46 
19 Iceland 48 
22 Mexican 48 
24 Nicaraguan 49 
24 Australian 50 
24 Finnish 52 
25 
27 
27 
27 
27 
28 
29 
29 
30 
30 
31 
31 
31 

Austrian 
Peruvian 
Brazilian 
Greek 
French 
Japanese 
Israel 
Indonesian 
New Taiwan 
Chilean 
Paraguayan 
Bolivian 
Korean 

54 
59 
60 
61 
66 
67 
68 
69 
85 
91 
91 
95 
99 

cost-of-living index. This table, it 
will be noted, shows that the U. S. 
dollar, the world's monetary pivot, 
shrank 27 per cent in buying pow
er over the past decade. The Brit
ish pound sterling lost 35 per 
cent; the French franc 66 per 
cent. The currency units of Chile, 
Paraguay, Bolivia, and Korea had 
their purchasing power practical
ly wiped out. 

Some of the countries whose 
currencies suffered worst, such as 
Formosa and Korea, were strug
gling with special war or defense 
problems. But this was obviously 
not true in Chile, Paraguay, or 
Bolivia. The truth is that this 
shocking swindle by governments 
of their own citizens was brought 
about in most cases by deliberate 
monetary or credit inflation. And 
it was all done under the pious 
calamity visited on a country by 
calamity visited on a country by 
malevolent outside forces, which 
the politicians and monetary man
agers profess to be incessantly 
combating. 

Newsweek, June 25, 1956 

Bad Money Discourages Production 

As MONEY is the sinews of every business, the introducing 

of a doubtful medium - and forcing it into currency by penal 

laws - must weaken and lessen every branch of business in 

proportion to the diminution of inducement found in the money. 

PELATIAH WEBSTER, Strictures on Tender Acto, 1780 



Why Wages Rise: 
7. CONTRACTING FOR PROGRESS F. A. Harper 

Money, the lubricant for exchange, was discussed in the previ
ous article in this series. Money makes widespread trade pos
sible. Without it our present high level of wages could hardly 
have come to be. 

Yet, serious inflation and deflation can cause money to lose 
its capacity to lubricate exchange. This article will probe further 
into the effect on wage rates of the type of inflation that has 
plagued various countries of the world for most of the past 
half century. 

I NFLATION mixes worthless 
dollars with the sound dollars 

of a productive economy. The dol
lars inflation puts into pay enve
lopes add nothing but higher 
price tags on things.' 

As inflation becomes blended 
with the real buying power of pro
duction, dollars of diluted worth 
are the result. You can buy less at 
the counter with one of them. Not 
only is the worth of the dollar 
diluted, but understanding about 
the source of progress also is dis
torted by the illusion of inflation. 

Rich Uncles and W el/are 

Inflation fools us into a false 
sense of welfare. Perhaps the il
lusion comes about in some such 
manner as the following: 

1Infl.ation is an increase in the quantity of 
money, not a rise in prices which is only the 
consequence of innation. 

Suppose a wage earner has an 
industrious and thrifty uncle who 
remembers him in his will. At the 
uncle's demise the wage earner 
gains buying power, dollar for 
dollar in proportion to the amount 
of the inheritance. Everyone 
knows that. 

If this happens to two people, 
both of them will gain in like 
manner. Or three. Or four. 

And so it seems at first blush 
that if only this could happen on 
a national scale, everyone would 
benefit in like manner. But who 
will serve as the universal uncle? 
Our common uncle, Uncle State, 
of course. 

Most uncles die only once, and 
an inheritance once received can 
never be repeated. But the State, 
on the other hand, has innumer
able lives to give to its needy 
nephews and nieces. It seems able 

Dr. Harper ia a member of the ata/J of the Foundation for Economic Education. 
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to grant them a sort of inherit
ance over and over again. The 
State, however, is confronted with 
the problem of a source for the 
funds it gives, since the State is 
without economic means itself. So 
the State must first collect from 
its nephews and nieces the sub
stance of the repeated "inherit
ances" to be given back to them. 

Inflation is one way the State 
obtains these funds. And thus the 
buying power of money is diluted 
with these inflation dollars, which 
become the source of the inherit
ances from Uncle State. 

The nephews and nieces, of 
course, are no better off as a re
sult.• Somewhere there has been a 
slip of reasoning betwixt one per
son's rich uncle and an uncle with
out means for all of us. The clue 
to the answer lies in the fact that 
such benefits can come only out of 
production ; that without produc
tion there can be no benefits. 

The singular rich uncle was 
productive and thrifty. He saved 
up buying power by foregoing 
consumption over the years. And 
it was title to that real, produc
tive wealth which became yours 
at the time of his demise. 

If Uncle State, on the other 
hand, tries to give all of us 
enough to live o:1 for the rest of 
our lives so tlwt we could re-

2Tbey are worse off, in faet, but the reasons 
are beyond the scope of this discussion. 

tire, who would produce the things 
for us to live by? Therein lies the 
catch in such a scheme for gener
al welfare. For if nothing is pro
duced, we would have nothing to 
live on from these promises to be 
financed by inflation. 

Were we all to receive in like 
manner half enough, presumably, 
to live on and were all to half re
tire, we could have only half a 
living - the half we produced. 
The inflation inheritance of half 
a living would, likewise, give us 
nothing. 

And for lesser degrees of infla
tion, the same would be true. We 
can have only what is produced, 
no more and no less. For produc
tion is the only thing that gives 
either wages or inheritance their 
substance. Money dilution for any 
purpose merely causes the price 
tags to go higher and higher. 

That is the real danger of the 
inflation illusion. And we can't 
live on the substance of an illu
sion - full time or half time or a 
minute a day, now or in old age. 
In trying to live beyond the 
means produced and available, 
tragedy will surely ensue in one 
form or another. 

One exceedingly foreboding 
form that this inflation illusion 
seems to be taking has to do with 
wage agreements. In important 
respects these contracts amount 
to an attempt to contract for prog-
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ress. The certain consequences of 
any such attempt at the impos
~ihle should give us deep concern. 

Let me illustrate. 

A Wage Contract for My Boy 

In the year 2012, the Lord will
ing, my boy will be old enough to 
r etire at age 65. He will then be 
in the final year of what I hope 
will have been a worthy occupa
tional life, just prior to being 
forced to retire. 

Here is a proposal. Let us say 
that I want to help him by bar
gaining for his wage for that year 
- the year 2012. As his repre
sentative at this collective bar
gaining table, I shall herewith 
state my proposal and give my 
reasons for my demands. Then if 
anyone will accept the offer, we 
shall see if we can work out the 
other minor details of the agree
ment. 

My proposal is that you pay 
him a wage of $29.99 per hour for 
the year 2012. 

This figure is arrived at by the 
same method now coming into 
vogue in negotiations over wage 
contracts. Contracts are being of
fered for a period of five years, or 
perhaps more. What I am propos
ing is merely to extend the idea 
of these five-year contracts, on the 
theory that if a principle is good 
for five years, it is even better for 
56 years. Eleven times better for 

56 years than for five years? Well, 
better, anyhow. 

My proposal is based on the ac
tual record of wages over the past 
working generation. I have mere
ly taken trends since a man now 
ready to retire started work on 
reaching age 21, and extended 
them on to the year 2012 on a 
strictly mathematical basis. 

Beginning with the present av
erage wage rate for all laborers in 
the petroleum and coal industries 
($2.52 per hour), I first added the 
average yearly rate of increase in 
productivity since 1910 (2.2 per 
cent) .• Since increases in produc
tivity have appeared in wage rates 
more or less in full, this step 
would seem to have ample prece
dent. 

Next, the dollar has lost buying 
power over this period at a rate 
which, unless wages had risen 
enough to offset it, would have al
most exactly canceled out all the 
increase from productivity. Ex
cept as this loss in buying power 
of the dollar was offset by wage 
increases, labor would be no bet
ter off now than a generation ago; 
except for such an adjustment in 
wages, wage dollars would have 
lost buying power about in pro
portion to the increase in produc-

•In calculatin~r the $29.99 rate, I am assum
in~r that in the year 2012 his work will cor
respond to that of present laborers in the 
petroleum and coal industries. 
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REAL AND UNREAL WAGE RATES 

Hourly wage rates, Unit·ed States 

INDEX Cltl0= 100) 

800 

700 

(1910 = 100 1 INDEX 

800 

.... . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • ~WHAT rAY WILL IUY 

1910 1915 f9l0 

SouRCES: R<!al wage column derived from Emplo11ment and Wages in the United States, 
by W . S. Woytinski & Associates, Twentieth Century Fund, p. 586; Economic Report to 
the President, January 1956, p. 191. Nominal wage column derived from Woytinski, op. 
cit., p. 585; Economic Report to the President, op. cit., p. 208. 

tivity. So I am adding an inflation 
factor to my demands, based on 
past experience for nearly half a 
century. 

These two factors give me my 
figure of $29.99 an hour for the 
year 2012, which I am proposing 
for a contract. 

You may feel that you would be 
taking too great a risk in accept-

ing such an offer, because produc
tivity and inflation may not con
tinue to go up for the next work
ing generation as fast as they 
have in the one just past. True. 
But it is also true that they may 
go up even faster; that is the risk 
my son would be taking in sign
ing such a contract. Do not these 
risks offset one another - yours 
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vs. his - at this figure of $29.99? 
To equalize risks in this way 
would seem fair enough. 

You may argue that vou are op
posed to inflation. But to that I 
would reply that you can do noth
ing about inflation all by your
self; that you have been opposed 
to it in the past, too, but that it 
has existed in spite of you; that 
holding your hands up against the 
wind will not stop it, so you might 
just as well take infl_ation as a 
fact and proceed to adjust your
self to it accordingly. 

You may argue that if every
one takes this attitude of not op
posing inflation by every means 
at his command, merely because 
he can't do anything about it 
alone, nobody will ever do any
thing about it; that only the com
bined efforts of enough persons 
who want to do something about 
it will ever terminate inflation; 
that one thing you can do, for 
sure, is to avoid becoming a con
tractor for future inflation by 
writing the assumption of its con
tinuance into your wage and other 
contracts; that you can't fight in
flation if you become a vested in
terest in its behalf, as in such a 
wage contract. 

At this point in our bargaining 
I am ready to concede the force 
of these objections. And so I shall 
withdraw my offer of any such 
contract, urging all other wage 

bargainers to avoid such a scheme, 
too. 

From the standpoint of the wel
fare of wage earners, such a gen
eral pattern of wage contracts is 
sheer folly. Some even question 
seriously putting both an assumed 
increase.in productivity as well as 
a "cost of living" clause into long
term wage contracts. But this 
scheme is far worse. It not only 
contracts for a progressive in
crease in productivity at a prede
termined rate; but in addition, it 
guarantees a continuous rise in 
the cost of living, in effect. 

General wage agreements such 
as this would me1·ely entrench in
flation as a contractual way of 
life. This is true whether the 
agreement extends to the year 
2012, or to 1961, or to 1957. The 
longer the period contracted on 
any such basis, the more serious 
its threat to the stability and 
progress of our economy. 

The Erosion of Savings 

Were I to argue the danger, 
and bargain for built-in inflation 
in the wage contract on some such 
basis, another problem arises to 
plague me. 

My son, let us assume, wants 
to become self-responsible in his 
old age. He wants to provide for 
his elderly freedom and independ
ence by saving enough during his 
working years to take care of hi!:! 
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needs after retirement. How can 
he do this? 

Let us first appraise his prob
lem under the assumption that 
there were to be no inflation and 
no increase in productivity- that 
wage rates were to be stable, in 
other words. And let us · also as
sume that my son wants to plan 
for a retirement income equal to 
half his working wage of $2.52 an 
hour. He is to provide for an in
come after retirement amounting 
to $2,620.80 a year, let us say.' 

In order to provide for this sum 
on retirement, he would have to 
save and invest in a pension fund 
at the rate of $353.81 a year for 
the entire period. This would be 
6% per cent of his income.' 

If, on the other hand, inflation 
were to be built into the wage 
structure in the manner previous
ly explained, my son would have 
to save at a much higher rate. For 
instance, a dollar saved during his 
first year of work would, in the 
first y e a r a f t e r retirement, 
amount to only 38 cents in buying 
power, as a result of the inflation. 
This means that he would have 
had to put in $2.65 during his 
first working year in order to 
have, on retirement, the buying 

4Baaed on 40-hour week and vacations with 
pay. 

GFigures provided by a leading insurance 
company. The plan is the usual pension 
plan, invested mainly in bonds, mortgages, 
and the like. 

power that one dollar would have 
had without the inflation. 

So why not add enough to the 
$29.99 rate to cover the loss of 
buying power of the wage earn
er's savings? Since the loss was 
due to inflation, why not charge 
it to inflation? Why not add it to 
wages, as was done with the in
flation factor explained earlier? 

If this were done, it would 
merely mean that still higher 
prices would result, cutting even 
further into the value of savings 
for retirement. This, in turn, 
would call for adding even more 
to the wage for the same reason. 
And so forth. An endless process 
would have been set in motion, 
like a cat hopelessly chasing its 
bobtail at an ever-increasing 
speed. 

This pursuit of something for 
nothing by means of inflation is a 
fruitless search that can yield 
nothing to the general welfare of 
wage earners. Time and effort and 
hopes spent on it are wasted from 
gainful pursuits. 

This wasted effort and false 
hope, of contracting inflation into 
higher wages, should especially 
concern the wage earner. To see 
why, we need only review earlier 
historical experiences with their 
tragic ending of the inflation act. 

In speaking of the consequences 
of inflation at the time of the 
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French Revolution, Andrew Dick
son White said: 

Now began to be seen more plain
ly some of the many ways in which 
an inflation policy robs the working 
class . . .. the classes living on fixed 
incomes and small salaries felt the 
pressure first, as soon as the pur
chasing power of their fixed in
comes was reduced. Soon the great 
class living on wages felt it even 
more sadly . . . . the demand for 
labor was diminished; laboring men 
were thrown out of employment ... 
the price of labor ... went down. 
... Workmen of all sorts were more 
and more thrown out of employ
ment.• 

So if the wage earner is to be 

•White, Andrew Dickson. Fiat Money Infla
tion in France, Irvington .on-Hudson, N. Y.: 
The Foundation for Economic Education, 
Inc., 1952. pp. 32, 65-66. 

able to enjoy further increases in 
r·eal wages through a healthy and 
sound economic growth, inflation 
must be stopped. But inflation can 
never be stopped if it becomes en
trenched in the wage qtructure as 
a contractual way of life. It can 
never be stopped if wage contracts 
are so designed that employers 
and employees come to have a di
vided and conflicting interest in 
meeting the common enemy of in
flation. 

Progress cannot be built on an 
inflation bubble. It cannot be built 
on a raise in wages offset by a de
cline in what a dollar of wage will 
buy. For then the welfare of wage 
earners will burst when the infla
tion bubble bursts, hurting them 
especially. 

I YIELD TO NO MAN in the world in a hearty goodwill towards 
the great body of the working classes, but my sympathy is not 
of that morbid kind which would lead me to despond over their 
future prospects. Nor do I partake of that spurious humanity 
which would indulge in an unreasoning kind of philanthropy at 
the expense of the great bulk of the community. Mine is that 
masculine species of charity which would lead me to inculcate 
in the minds of the labouring classes the love of independence, 
the privilege of self-respect, the disdain of being patronised or 
petted, the desire to accumulate, and the ambition to rise. I know 
it has been found easier to please the people by holding out 
flattering and delusive prospects of cheap benefits to be derived 
from Parliament rather than by urging them to a conrse of self
reliance, but while I will not be a sycophant of the great, I can
not become the parasite of the poor. 

RIC II ARD COBDEN , 1836 



Labor's True ~~Magna Charta" 
Labor is a commodity whether exchanged directly 
or indirectly - directly as a service or indirectly 
as the bag of wheat produced by one's labor. 

SINCE the beginning of 1933 
more than 630 million man

days of work have been lost as a 
direct result of work stoppages, 
with no account taken of the sec
ondary idleness caused by the fail
ure of struck industries to deliver 
their products or perform their 
services on time and by the de
cline in the purchasing power of 
striking workers. 

What has labor to show for 
these losses? A rough idea can be 
gained from the government's fig
ures for manufacturing indus
tries. The average hourly earn· 
ings of factory workers have 
more than quadrupled since 1932, 
but the increase has been offset 
by the rise in prices of finished 
goods. The ratio of earnings to 
prices, which measures the real 
ability of the worker to buy the 
product, has risen 76 per cent, 
while productivity (average out
put per man-hour ) has increased 
77 per cent. Thus, despite the 
sharp rise in money wages, the 
real gain to the worker has been 
limited to the increase in produc
tivity, just as it was before the 
days of industry-wide unions and 
national-emergency strikes .. 
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This study in futility has come 
about mainly as a result of the 
persistent belief that the earnings 
of labor somehow can and should 
be exempted from the free-market 
processes by which prices, values, 
and distributive shares in general 
are determined in a competitive 
economy - a belief that is epito
mized in the declaration that "la
bor is not a commodity." How did 
this expression originate, what 
does it really mean, and what does 
it imply? 

Superficially, the statement that 
"labor is not a commodity" has a 
strong humanitarian appeal. It 
sounds like a sort of declaration 
of independence for labor, an as
sertion that the workingman is 
not a slave or chattel to be bought 
and sold in the market place. It 
was undoubtedly this aspect of 
the matter that led Pope Leo XIII 
in 1891 to issue his famous ency
clical on the condition of labor, 
Rerum Novarum, a document that 
has done much to shape recent 
thinking on labor questions. The 
official English version contains 
these wqrds : 

"Religion teaches the rich man 
and the employer that their work-
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people are not their slaves ... and 
that it is shameful and inhuman 
to treat men like chattels to make 
money by .... " 

No doubt it was likewise the 
humanitarian appeal mixed per
haps with other considerations, 
that led Congress to declare in the 
Clayton Act of 1914 that "the la
bor of a human being is not a com
modity or article of commerce. 
Nothing contained in the anti
trust laws shall be construed to 
forbid the existence and operation 
of labor, agricultural, or horticul
tural organizations, instituted for 
the purposes of mutual help, and 
not having capital stock or con
ducted for profits, or to forbid or 
restrain individual members of 
such organizations from lawfully 
carrying out the legitimate ob
jects thereof; nor shall such or
ganizations, or the members there, 
of, be held or construed to be il
legal combinations or conspiracies 
in restraint of trade under the 
antitrust laws." 

This provision was enthusiasti
cally hailed as a "Magna Charta" 
of labor. Subsequent court deci
sions showed that its practical ef
fects were much less important 
than had been thought, and Con
gress eventually found it neces
sary to pass the Non·is-La 
Guardia Act of 1932 in order to 
give labor unions the legal immu
nity that was deemed desirable. 

This, however, is beside the point. 
The point is that the majority in 
Congress, like many others, be
lieved (1) that a legislative enact
ment could exempt labor from the 
normal competitive determination 
of its rates of pay, and (2) that 
labor would gain by such an ex
emption. 

The same philosophy underlies 
the whole trend of recent govern
mental labor policy and labor leg
islation: the National Industrial 
Recovery Act of 1933, the Wagner 
Act of 1935, the Fair Labor 
Standards Act of 1938, the Smith
Connally Act of 1943, the Taft
Hartley Act of 1947, and a multi
tude of other federal and state 
laws. Some foreign countries still 
commonly called "free" have gone 
even further in regulating or in
fluencing labor-management rela
tions in general and wage rates in 
particular. Whatever the means 
may be, the underlying intent is 
the same: to "emancipate" the 
worker from the rule of the mar
ket, to prove that "labor is not a 
commodity." 

What Is a Commodity? 

The statement that working 
people are not slaves or chattels 
and the declaration that their la
bor is not a commodity or article 
of commerce sound much alike, 
and this superficial similarity ap
pears to have caused a great deal 
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of confusion. Actually, not only 
are they two very different as
sertions, but in their final impli
cations they are mutually contra
dictory. This becomes clear when 
a little consideration is given to 
the real economic position and 
significance of human labor. 

The essential characteristics of 
a commodity or article of com
merce are (1) that it is in de
mand and (2) that its supply is 
not unlimited. These two charac
teristics give it value, enable it to 
command a price in the market 
in exchange for other valuable 
things. The price is determined 
by the interaction of demand and 
supply - demand as affected by 
the commodity's price and useful
ness, supply as affected by the 
price obtainable for it and the 
difficulty or cost of producing it. 

Human labor possesses all these 
characteristics. It is in demand; 
its supply is limited; hence, it 
commands a price in the market. 
The demand for it arises from the 
fact that employers can use it 
profitably and is limited by the 
ability of employers so to use it. 
The supply arises from the need 
of workers to meet their personal 
wants and is limited by the num
ber of workers and their prefer
ence for leisure; that is, for non
economic pursuits. 

Economists usually make a dis
tinction between commodities and 

services, commodities being mate
rial articles and services consist
ing of useful actions. The distinc
tion is not essential to the pres
ent purpose, because the basic 
economic characteristics of the 
two categories are the same. If la
bor is not a commodity in this 
sense, it is certainly a service, and 
from the economic standpoint it 
is, in every essential respect, a 
"commodity or article of com
merce." 

What does this mean to the in
dividual worker? It means that he 
is the owner of a valuable com
modity, his capacity to work, 
which other men are eager to buy 
and pay for. This commodity is 
inalienably his, and he is free to 
sell it in the most attractive mar
ket he can find. He can pick and 
choose, not only among pay offers 
but among occupations. He is, in 
a larger or smaller way, an inde
pendent proprietor, an entrepre
neur. His opportunity to rise is 
limited only by his capacity to 
make himself useful to others 
through his ability, energy, and 
diligence. He is able to command 
an income from others, not by 
virtue of any authority or compul
sion by a paternalistic state, not 
because of any protection or favor 
bestowed upon him by a public or 
private organization, but because 
others are ready to buy voluntar
ily, and in their own interest, 
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what he has to sell. The fact that 
his labor is a commodity does not 
make him a slave or a chattel. On 
the contrary, it makes him, in the 
full sense of the phrase, a free 
man. 

Hmo Wages Are Determined 

To say that employers seek to 
"make money" by hiring workers 
is not to say that they are treat
ing them like chattels. The em
ployer does precisely what the 
worker does : he tries to employ 
his resources to the best advan
tage. In this endeavor, each party 
attempts to "make money" from 
the other; that is, each hopes and 
expects to profit by the employ
ment contract, and each tries to 
make the best bargain he can. 
Only in this way can an economy 
of free enterprise function effec
tively. If it were not for the hope 
of "making money," there would 
be no employment and no enter
prise. "Making money" is merely 
the form which the efficient use of 
resources takes in an enterprise 
econo!lly. To read a sinister mean
ing into the phrase is to betray a 
lack of understanding of the 
whole economic process. 

It is as pointless to criticize the 
employer for not paying more 
than he must as to blame the 
worker for refusing to work for 
less than he can get elsewhere. 
Each party obtains the best terms 

he can. The worker must work for 
a wage that will make it profitable 
for the employer to hire him in 
turning out a product at a price 
which consumers are able and 
willing to pay in a competitive 
market. The employer must pay a 
wage that will prevent the worker 
from being drawn away by other 
employers. In this way there is 
established a wage structure, a set 
of "going rates" for different oc
cupations and grades of labor. 
These rates reflect the productiv
ity of industry at the time, the 
quantity of goods and services 
produced in relation to the quan
tity of resources employed. If 
wage rates are not higher than 
they are, it is not because of the 
rapacity of employers but because 
the productivity of industry, 
while greater than ever before, is 
still limited. 

The idea of a fair, just, or rea
sonable wage is very appealing. 
But what is fair, just, and reason 
able under the conditions prevail
ing at a particular time? Since 
the dawn of history, buyers and 
sellers have had very different 
ideas regarding the concrete 
meaning of these words. How are 
such differences to be resolved? 
There is only one valid and objec
tive criterion: the free market, 
which, under the consumer's whip
lash (and the consumer means 
everyone) , forces both buyers and 
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sellers of labor to conform to the 
basic reality of the situation, the 
current level of productivity . . . . 

a political master, from whose de
cision there would be no appeal. 
No longer would he be free to 
choose his occupation, or even his 
place of residence; he ·.vould have 
to work at his assigned task, 
whatever and wherever it hap
pened to be, at the bidding of the 
same political master. 

To abolish the market determi
nation of wages - that is, the 
commodity character of labor -
it would be necessary to destroy 
private enterprise and resort to 
socialism. Then the worker really 
would become a chattel. No longer 
would his wages depend upon his 
individual ability to make himself 
useful, as determined ultimately 
by the current state of industrial 
productivity, but upon the will of 

The true "Magna Charta" of la
bor lies in the very fact that labor 
is "a commodity or article of com
merce," not a pawn in a totalitar
ian game. 

From The Guaranty Survey, July 1956. 

The Employee's Reserve 

IT MAY BE INTERESTIJ'\G to speculate for a moment as to just 

how an employee's reserve compares in dollar value with a 

reserve fund of capital. For instance, let us consider a young 

man who might re:1sonably expect to find regular employment 

for a period of forty years at an average weekly wage of $100. 

For a nonworking person to draw a comparable income from a 

trust fund-assuming that it earns interest at the rate of three 

per cent and that the principal also is to be used up over the 

period of forty years-an original capital investment of $120,-

000 would be required. A person's capacity for productive work 

is truly a valuable reserve, equal in worth to the inheritance 

from quite a "rich uncle." A young man has quite a stake in 

maintaining the kind of competitive society in which such 

reserves are recognized as being private property. 

PAUL L. POIROT, Bargaining 



"History shows by many examples that excessive 

taxation, the 1·eckless usc of the power to destroy, 

as it has been so aptly called, is an important 

factor in the decline and fall of civilization." 

The Power To Destroy 
William Henry Chamberlin 

ALEXANDER HAMILTON per
haps spoke more wisely than 

he realized when he referred to 
the power to tax as the power to 
destroy. Neither in Hamilton's 
time nor in the nineteenth cen
tury were extreme taxation bur
dens imposed in free and civilized 
countries. The right of a man to 
retain the property which he 
might earn or inherit was taken 
for granted as one of the natural 
rights which figure so largely in 
the thinking of the Founding 
Fathers of the American Repub
lic. 

There was no general income 
tax in the United States until 
1862. And the rates of taxation 
during the Civil War, the most 
desperate emergency in American 
history, were unbelievably mild by 
modern standards: 3% on incomes 

from $600 to $10,000, and moder
ately progressive rates above $10,-
000. The whole idea of a tax on 
income was thrown out the win
dow in 1872 as inconsistent with 
the American ideal of unlimited 
personal opportunity. An attempt 
to levy a 2% tax on incomes in 
1894 was declared unconstitution
al. Only after the passing of the 
sixteenth amendment to the Con
stitution in 1913 was the principle 
of the federal income tax firmly 
imbedded in the United States fis
cal system. 

It was a very thin opening end 
of the wedge. The original stand
ard rate of income tax was 1% , 
with exemptions of $3,000 for sin
gle and $4,000 for married per
sons. (Of course, these exemp
tions are much higher than they 
would be at present, because of 

Mr. Chamberlin has examined the drift toward coUectivism as author oj numeroua books. lee. 
turer, contributor to the Wall Street Journal and man11 nationaU11 known magazinea. 
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the severe depreciation in the pur
chasing power of the dollar.) 
There was a surtax of 1% to 6% 
on incomes in excess of $20,000 
(the equivalent of about $53,000 
at the present time). 

There was a similar develop
ment in Great Britain. Only the 
Boer War, at the end of the nine
teenth century, brought the in
come tax up to one shilling on the 
pound ( 5%). Gladstone, the great 
leader of the British Liberals in 
the second half of the nineteenth 
century, wanted to abolish the in
come tax altogether and reduced 
it at one time to twopence on the 
pound (less than 1% ) . 

Notwithstanding what might 
have seemed the innocuously low 
rates which were set after the in
troduction of income tax in the 
United States, voices of warning 
were raised against the principle 
of a levy which placed all the 
earnings of American citizens at 
the mercy of politicians, most of 
them with the politician's instinc
tive impulse to spend. Senator 
Benjamin Harvey Hill warned 
that the new tax would enable the 
government "to make all property 
and rights, all states and people, 
and all liberty and hope, its play
things in an hour and its victims 
forever." 

Representative William Bourke 
Cochrane of New York declared 
in 1894 that "democratic institu-

tions must perish from the face 
of the earth if they cannot pro
tect the fruits of human industry 
wherever they are, or in whatever 
proportion they may be held by 
the citizens." 

THE FANTASTIC GROWTH of yield 
from the personal income tax is 
illustrated by one striking com
parison. The new levy brought in 
$80 million in the first year of its 
imposition. Current yield is $31.2 
billion. Of course, in the interven
ing period, population and real 
wealth have grown and the value 
of money has declined. But not in 
such steep proportion as over 300 
to one- the relation between the 
current take of income tax and 
what was levied in 1914. 

This increased appropriation by 
the State of the fruits of the la
bor of its citizens, or subjects, is 
a world-wide trend, with one par
adoxical exception. Rates of in
come tax in Great Britain are 
higher, and exemptions are lower 
than in the United States, al
though there is no British equiva
lent of the state income taxes 
which often add substantially to 
the taxpayer's bill in the United 
States. The German national in
come tax has been cut and is not 
so steeply graduated in the upper 
brackets as the American. How
ever, Germans who are not refu
gees and who were not bombed 
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out during the war are obliged to 
pay a substantial levy, the so
called Lastenausgleich, for the 
benefit of those who were. This 
probably at least equals the score. 

Japanese rates of income tax, 
applied equally to foreigners, are 
so heavy that many foreign news
papermen and businessmen cannot 
afford to live in Japan and have 
moved to Hong Kong. A recent re
port from Formosa was to the ef
fect that income tax rates as high 
as 114% had been levied there, 
although the Finance Minister 
was promising to look into the 
matter. 

The one exception to a crushing 
load of direct taxation is found, 
curiously enough, in communist 
countries which started off with 
programs of wholesale nationali
zation, confiscation, and robberi
zation and still do not tolerate 
private operation or ownership of 
industrial or commercial enter
prises. But experience has taught 
the communist political bosses 
that unequal pay for work of un
equal value is good stimulating 
medicine for productivity. So one 
finds very sharp wage and salary 
differentials, to say nothing of ex
tensive perquisites of office in the 
shape of superior housing, cars, 
and the like for top level officials 
and members of the managerial 
bureaucracy. And in Tito's Yugo
slavia, at least at the time of my 

visit in the summer of 1955, there 
was no income tax. Lest this 
Rhould start a stampede of Ameri
can expatriates to Yugoslavia, I 
hasten to add that there are many 
features of Tito's brand of com
munism in that country even less 
pleasant than filling out income 
tax blanks. 

THE POWER TO TAX has indeed 
proved the power to destroy. The 
personal income tax, growing like 
a Frankenstein's monster and 
showing little abatement from 
wartime heights, has destroyed 
for American citizens, among 
other desirable things: 

( 1) The precious sense of per
sonal independence that comes 
from being able to provide for 
their years of old age and retire
ment. The difference between 
nineteenth century and twentieth 
century rates of income tax is the 
difference between independence 
and dependence, between the abil
ity of a man of reasonable thrift 
and diligence to "save up" for his 
later years and being dependent 
on some state handout or some 
company pension scheme. Anyone 
with a medium middle-class in
come can take paper and pencil, 
figure out how much he has paid 
to satisfy the exactions of federal, 
state, and sometimes also munici
pal tax collectors, and calculate 
what he has lost in terms of an 
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annuity or retirement allowance. 
In an age that prides itself on 

its concern for security, exorbi
tant rates of personal income tax 
are a most acute source of per
sonal insecurity. Money that 
otherwise would have been saved 
for a rainy day is earned only to 
be siphoned off by the insatiable 
demands of the State. 

(2) The sense of economic free
dom. The United States conquered 
the wilderness, built great cities 
and fertile farm areas on land 
once tenanted by a few nomadic 
savages, built up a standard of 
living that made it, in Shakes
peare's phrase, the envy of less 
happier lands because the individ
ual American was free to earn 
what he could and to keep what 
he earned. Now the government, 
like a racketeer, "muscles in," de
manding a large first cut of every
one's earnings, a cut that becomes 
progressively and rapidly larger 
as the individual is presumably 
more competent and efficient and 
able to earn more money. 

The federal government has a 
prior claim on more than half 
(52%, to be exact) of the profits 
of every corporation. A reversion 
to serfdom under modern condi
tions is suggested by the fact that 
almost everyone must work a cer
tain amount of time for the gov
ernment by surrendering a por
tion of his earnings. This time 

varies from one to two months for 
those in lower brackets to three to 
six months as steep progression 
exerts a leveling influence on those 
in middle and higher brackets. In 
the case of the highest incomes, 
where 91 % may go to the State, 
the individual may reckon that he 
is working only a few weeks for 
himself, the rest of the time for 
the government. 

There can be only one end to 
the prolonged operation of the 
kind of steeply progressive in
come tax system which is in force 
in the United States today. This 
is to transform what was once a 
people of self-reliant individual
ists, accustomed to relying on 
themselves in emergencies, into an 
amorphous mass of wards and 
serfs of the State. These would be 
neatly ticketed with social secu
rity numbers, conditioned to giv· 
ing up to the State a larger and 
larger share of what they earn, 
and looking to the State to satisfy 
more and more of their needs. 
One of the most insidious conse
quences of the present burden of 
personal income tax is that it 
strips many middle-class families 
of financial reserves and seems to 
lend support to campaigns for so
cialized medicine, socialized hous
ing, socialized food, socialized 
everything. 

(3) The spark plug of incentive 
is brought to a sputtering halt by 
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a taxation system that treats 
wealth as a crime and makes al
most impossible the building up, 
without inherited wealth, of the 
medium and small fortunes which 
formerly testified to the vitality 
of the individualist economic 
system. Consider a situation that 
might easily arise in a small busi
ness. The income of the owner is 
$200,000 a year. He might be able 
to increase this to $300,000 by go
ing to some trouble and risk in in
stalling some new machinery that 
would make for higher productiv
ity. But how much of the extra 
$100,000 would he be able to 
keep? Only a few thousand dol
lars. Is it reasonable to expect a 
man to work as hard if he must 
turn over 90% or more of the 
fruits of his labor to the State as 
he would if he could keep all or 
the greater part of it himself? 

The enormous productive suc
cesses of the capitalist, or individ
ualist, economic system during 
the nineteenth century were large
ly due to the fact that the sky 
was the limit as regards ·the re
wards of energy and initiative. 
Marx and Engels, who wished to 
destroy the capitalist system, 
knew what they were doing when 
they introduced a demand for a 
heavy graduated income tax into 
the Communist Manifesto. In the 
United States, where the Socialist 
party is in liquidation, where 

there is no taste for outright na
tionalization, the graduated in
come tax, regarded by left-wing 
theorists as a legitimate and de
sirable instrument of economic 
and social leveling, has achieved 
many of the results which were 
feared or hoped from socialism. It 
has served to discourage thrift 
and dilute incentive, sometimes to 
the vanishing point. It has enor
mously restricted the range of in
dividual opportunity. It has made 
the individual vastly more de
pendent on the State and more 
avid for state handouts. It has 
shifted the balance in America 
from an individual-centered to a 
state-centered economic and so
cial system. 

T HERE IS MUCH MORE that could 
be said in criticism of this form 
of fiscal exaction. Much of it has 
been said very ably by a man in a 
position to know whereof he 
speaks, Mr. T. Coleman Andrews, 
former Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue. Mr. Andrews pulls no 
punches in an article entitled 
"Abolish the Income Tax," which 
is sprinkled with adjectives and 
expressions like brutal, confisca
tory, murderous, brigandagli!. 

Out of a wealth of recent expe
rience the former Commissioner 
flatly asserts that the income tax 
law is so complicated that very 
few taxpayers do or can under-
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stand it. Almost two years have 
elapsed since the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1954 became law, and it 
has not yet been possible for the 
Treasury Department to come up 
with an official interpretation of 
that law. The punch lines of Mr. 
Andrews' article may be found in 
these paragraphs of his appeal to 
members of Congress: 

Whether you believe it or not, 
everybody is being overtaxed and 
the middle class is being taxed out 
of existence. Thereby the nation is 
being robbed of its surest guaranty 
of continued sound economic devel
opment and growth and its staunch
est bulwark against the ascendancy 
of socialism. We, who somehow have 
managed to hold on, finally are be
ginning to see the shameful extent 
to which we have been made the 
special victims of rapacious tax en
actments - and we don't like it. 

We are concerned about the fu
ture because we don't believe that 
we could stand another serious re
cession, what with the present "good 
times" founded as largely as they 
are on defense production, deficit fi
nancing and other generators of 
thin-ice and phony prosperity, and 
with the tax collector taking the 
fruits of our labors in "progressive" 
ratio to our achievements. High 
rates of tax don't mean anything 
when there isn't anything to tax. 

What might be deemed a flaw 
in the position of Mr. Andrews is 
that he calls for the abolition of 
the income tax without proposing 
what to do next. He merely advo
cates a congressional examination 

of the whole problem of taxation 
- an excellent idea in theory, but 
one that might well bog down in 
endless delays. Present rates of 
income tax, which in many cases 
confiscate the individual's margin 
for saving, have been more or less 
passively accepted on the false as
sumption that the current level of 
government spending is untouch
able. 

No ONE who has had even limited 
acquaintance with government in 
operation is likely to be convinced 
that no savings in that field are 
possible. It is elementary human 
nature to spend government mon
ey more freely than one's own 
money. There certainly is desir
able room for saving in handouts 
to unfriendly foreign neutralist 
governments. 

The Hoover Commission, after 
a most exhaustive prying into all 
the dark nooks and crannies of 
civilian and military bureaucracy, 
has come up with concrete prac
tical suggestions calculated to save 
many billions of dollars in federal 
expenditures. Further substantial 
savings could be realized if the 
amazing report of the Committee 
on Government Operation about 
the wide scope of government en
terprises - often operated at a 
loss and in competition with pri
vate business - were heeded in 
economy legislation. 
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The time has long passed when 
the personal income tax could be 
regarded as something that mere
ly knocked off a little of the sur
plus wealth of a few millionaires. 
Its bite is now deep and wide. A 
levy that starts at 20% (a higher 
rate than the highest imposed 
when this tax was first intro
duced) is distinctly everybody's 
concern and everybody's business. 
What is needed is dynamic bipar
tisan leadership in a tax reduction 
program that will make clear the 
folly of paying out of one pocket 
so-called benefits and "free" serv
ices which are supposed to put 
something in the other. The prop
osition should be hammered home 
that government does not and by 
its very nature cannot create 
wealth. It can only redistribute 
existing wealth and sell to people, 
at a steep and growing price in 
taxes, benefits which individuals 
could well provide for themselves, 
if they wanted, and if they were 
not required to carry such a heavy 
load of taxation. 

The United States has been 
more resistant to socialism, pre
sented under a socialist label, 
than most other countries. During 
decades of political activity the 
American Socialist party was 
only able to elect two representa
tives to Congress. And this was a 
long time ago. 

But, while socialism has been 

refused admission at the front 
door, it has been sneaking in 
through the back door and through 
unguarded windows. Consider the 
implications of the following pro
visions of existing financial legis
lation: 

The f e d e r a I government, 
through the corporation income 
tax, takes 52% of the profits of 
business firms. Then it taxes what 
is left of these profits a second 
time, when they are paid out in 
dividends. In the case of taxpay
ers in the higher income brackets 
this means that the government. 
without assuming any of the risks 
of business operation, establishes 
a prior lien on 90% or more of 
the profits. And there are dema
gogues ignorant and unscrupulous 
enough to allege that this govern
ment, which through income, in
heritance, gift, and corporation 
income taxes annihilates private 
wealth on a gigantic scale, is "a 
rich man's government"! 

HrsTORY SHOWS by many exam
ples that excessive taxation, the 
reckless use of the power to de
stroy, as it has been so aptly 
called, is an important factor in 
the decline and fall of civiliza
tions. The following citation from 
George Finlay's solid historical 
work, Greece under the Romans, 
is one of many that might be used 
to illustrate this point: 
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At last the whole wealth of the 
empire was drawn into the imperial 
treasury; fruit trees were cut down 
and free men were sold to pay taxes; 
vineyards were rooted out and build
ings were destroyed* to escape tax
ation . .. . The increase of the pub
lic burdens proceeded so far that 
every year brought with it a failure 
in the taxes of some province, and 
consequently the confiscation of the 
private property of the wealthiest 
citizens of the insolvent district, un
til at last all the rich proprietors 
were ruined, and the law (of collec
tive responsibility for the payment 
of taxes) became nugatory. 

Small wonder that there was 
little will to resist the barbarian 
invasions in the West or the Mos
lem sweep in the East. The suck-

• In this country and, to a larger extent, in 
Great Britain, this destruction of spacious 
homes which cannot be kept up under existing 
burdens of taxation is already in full swing. 
In . this and other such social and economic 
matters Britain offers a preview of what 
may be, expected in this country after a dec
ade or two if present trenrls are not re
versed. In " Does the State Build Homes?" 
R~sejl Kirk. in his latest book, Beyond the 
Dreams pf Ayarice, gives · a vivid description 
of the disappearance of British homes which 
were centers of culture and community sense. 

ing up of power, initiative, and 
national wealth into a bureaucrat
ic centralized apparatus of gov
ernment is one of the most un
mistakable of historical danger 
signals. 

For the last quarter of a cen
tury and more this signal has 
been flashed with increasing ur
gency to the American people. 
Now the time has come to reverse 
the fatal trend toward centraliza
tion, to curb the power to destroy 
which is implicit in a form of tax 
that makes a mockery of the right 
o~ private property and gives the 
State an elastic and indefinitely 
extensible claim on the fruits of 
the labor of its citizens. A deci
sive repudiation of a type of tax
ation that stifles initiative and 
tends slowly but surely to trans
form formerly free men into 
wards and serfs of the State 
would resound through the land 
with the invigorating effect of a 
new Declaration of Independence. 

Economically and Morally Wrong 

IT IS BEGINNING to dawn upon us that using the force of Govern
ment to take other people's property to do good according to 
Government's notion of what is good is all dead wrong. The 
fact that the whole world is morally wrong by taking people's 
private property and making it Government-owned emphasizes 
the extent of the world collapse of morals .... What we have 
been doing has always been regarded economically wrong. It is 
indeed both economically and morally wrong. 

HON. RALPH W. GWINN, Congressional Record, April 13, 1956 



Plunder by Proxy 
Leonard E. Read 

They who employ force by proxy, are as much respon
sible for that force as though they employed it themselves. 

THE POPULARITY of Robin 
Hood derives from the fact 

that he robbed the rich to aid the 
poor. Let it be acknowledged that 
he was popular not with the few 
he robbed but with the poor he 
aided, they being the more nu
merous. 

Robin would not have been 
popular even with the poor had he 
robbed the rich to aid himself. 
Nor would the poor have been pop
ular had they robbed the rich to 
aid themselves. 

However, the rich were no less 
robbed by reason of Robin's do
ing the robbing. Nor were the r e
cipients of stolen goods any the 
less thieves because someone else 
did their stealing. 

The issue in this fiction is not 
robbery, for that has been estab
lished. The issue · is: Why, when 
someone else does one's stealing, 
is there an absence of a guilty 
conscience, a sense of absolution? 
Can anything be done about it? 

The analogue to this Robin 
Hood fiction is the taking-from-

HERBERT SPENCER, Social Statics, 1865 

some-giving-to-others reality of 
our own political establishments. 
The recipients of sub~?idies, for in
stance, have no more sense of 
guilt than did Robin's "beneficiar
ies." Absolution is assumed, and 
for the same reason : Someone else 
- in this case, the government -
does the plundering and· the be
stowing. 

As long as this blind spot pre
vails, it will induce a feeling of 
absolution; and as long as this 
false feeling persists, political 
plunder will be increasingly em
braced as proper national policy. 

What can be done to replace this 
blind spot with understanding? 

A bit of imagination may suf
fice. Take the recipient of a farm 
subsidy as an example. Let the 
government policy of subsidiza
tion remain exactly as it is. It is 
decreed that Farmer Jones (he 
may be rich or he may b~ poor) 
is to receive $1,000 as payment 
for taking some of his acreage out 
of production. But instead of the 
government forcibly collecting 

Mr. Read io .Preaident of the Foundation for Economic Education. 
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this amount in taxes, Farmer 
Jones is assigned a policeman and 
authorized by the government to 
call personally on all American 
families, rich and poor alike, and 
forcibly collect from each a speci
fied amount. Disregard, please, 
the inefficiency of this type of 
plunder. Think only of Jones per
sonally doing the collecting, with 
his policeman in tow, of course. 

0 NE CAN readily see what would 
happen the moment such personal 
plunder replaces impersonal gov
.ernment plund::-r. The blind spot 
would cease to exist. Guilt would 
stand where absolution had stood. 
Farmer Jones would no more use 
force to collect one penny from 

Widow Doakes or 50 cents from 
Mr. Gotrocks than he would steal 
his neighbor's cow. 

It isn't necessary to adopt this 
collaction plan to be rid of spolia
tion. It is only necessary to under
stand that morally there is not 
an iota of distinction between the 
collecting and disbursing method 
now in practice and the one here 
depicted. 

The difference between the im
personal and personal methods is 
not moral but psychological, an 
unwholesome gap in thinking. 
The impersonal evokes a false ab
solution; the personal, if merely 
imagined, compels us to see that 
we would act solely on our own 
integrity and moral scruples. 

The Field of Personal Responsibility 
IT MUST BE REMEMBERED that 95 per cent of the peace, order, 
and welfare existing in human society is always produced by 
the conscientious practice of man-to-man justice and person-to
person charity. When any part of this important domain of 
personal virtue is transferred to government, that part is auto
matically released from the restraints of morality and put into 
the area of conscienceless coercion. The field of personal respon
sibility is thus reduced at the same time and to the same extent 
that the boundaries of irresponsibility are enlarged. 

Government cannot manage these fields of human weltare 
with the justice, economy, and effectiveness that are possible 
when these same fields are the direct responsibility of morally 
sensitive human beings. This loss of justice, economy, and effec
tiveness is increased in the proportion that such governmental 
management is centralized. 

CLARENCE MANION, The Key to Pea.ce 



Government In Business 
Murray N. Rothbard 

I N THE MIDST of nationwide 
prosperity, some economic and 

social problems keep nagging at 
the public. All over the country, 
they take the same form. What 
are they? Traffic congestion, inad
equate roads, overcrowded schools, 
juvenile delinquency, water short
ages. Such matters have proven 
troublesome in many ways; above 
all, they seem to breed conflicts. 
Fierce battles are raging between 
warring groups of Americans. 
Some want "progressive" educa
tion; others want varying blends 
of the traditional. Some want so
cialism taught in the schools; 
others favor free enterprise. Some 
want religion in the schools, and 
others proclaim separation of 
Church and State. Some Ameri
cans want water fluoridated, and 
others want it unmedicated. 

Is there anything special about 
water or schooling that creates in
soluble problems? How does it 
happen that there are no fierce 
arguments over what kind of steel 
or autos to produce, no battles 
over the kind of newspapers to 
print? The answer: There is 
something special - for the prob
lems of schooling and water sup-

ply are examples of what happens 
when government, instead of pri
vate enterprise, operates a busi
ness. 

Have you ever heard of a pri
vate firm proposing to "solve" a 
shortage of the product it sells by 
telling people to buy less? Cer
tainly not. Private firms welcome 
customers, and expand when their 
product is in heavy demand -
thus servicing and benefiting their 
customers as well as themselves. 
It is only government that "solves" 
the traffic problem on its streets 
by forcing trucks (or private cars 
or buses) off the road. According 
to that principle, the "ideal" solu
tion to traffic congestion is to out
law all vehicles! And yet, such are 
the suggestions one comes to ex
pect under government manage
ment. 

Is there traffic congestion? Ban 
all cars! Water shortage? Drink 
less water! Postal deficit? Cut 
mail deliveries to one a day! 
Crime in urban areas? Impose 
curfews! No private supplier 
could long stay in business if he 
thus reacted to the wishes of cus
tomers. But when government is 
the supplier, instead of being 

Dr. Rothbard is an economist in New York Cit11. 
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guided by what the customer 
wants, it directs him to do with 
less or do without. While the mot
to of private enterprise is "the 
customer is always right," the 
slogan of government is "the pub
lic be damned!" 

Conflicts and bitterness are in
herent in government operation. 
Imagine what would happen if all 
newspapers were published by 
government. First, because a gov
ernment operation gets its reve
nues from coercive taxation in· 
stead of voluntary payment for 
services rendered, it is not obliged 
to be efficient in serving the con
sumer. And, second, conflicts 
among g r o u p s o f taxpayers 
would rage over editorial pol
icy, news content, and even tab
loid versus regular size. "Right
ists," "leftists," "middle-of-the
roaders," each forced to pay for 
the paper, would naturally try to 
govern its policy. · 

ON THE FREE MARKET, in con
trast, each group finances and 
supports its own preferred prod
uct, whether newspaper, school, or 
package of baby food. Socialists, 
free enterprisers, progressives, 
traditionalists, gossip-lovers, and 
chess-lovers, all find schools, pa
pers, or magazines that meet their 
needs. Preferences are given free 
rein, and no one is compelled to 
take an unwanted product. Every 

political preference, ev~ry variety 
of taste, is satisfied. Instead of a 
majority or the politically power
ful tyrannizing over a minority, 
every individual may have as 
much as he can afford of precisely 
what he wants. 

The standard government reply 
to charges of inefficiency or short
age is to blame the public: "Tax
payers won't give us more mon
ey!" The public literally has to be 
forced to hand over more tax 
money for highways, schools, and 
the like. Yet, here again, the ques
tion arises: "Why doesn't private 
enterprise have these problems?" 
Why don't TV firms or steel com
panies have trouble finding cap
ital for expansion? Because con
sumers pay for steel and televi
sion sets, and savers, as a result, 
can make money by investing in 
those businesses. Firms that suc
cessfully serve the public find it 
easy to obtain capital for expan
sion; unsuccessful, inefficient firms 
of course go out of business. In 
government, there are no profits 
for investors and no penalty 
charged against the inefficient op
erator. No one invests, therefore, 
and no one can insure that suc
cessful plants expand and unsuc
cessful ones disappear. These are 
some of the reasons why the gov
ernment must raise its "capital" 
by literally conscripting it. 

Many people think these prob-
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lems could be solved if only "gov
ernment were run like a busi
ness." And so they advocate jack
ing up postal charges until the 
Post Office is "run at a profit." Of 
course, the users would be taking 
some of the burden off the tax
payers. But there are fatal flaws 
in this idea of government-as-a
business. In the first place, a gov
ernment service can never be run 
as a business, because the capital 
is conscripted from the taxpayer. 
There is no way of avoiding that. 
( Finance by bond issue still rests 
on the power of taxation' to re
deem the bonds.) Secondly, private 
enterprise gains a profit by cut
ting costs as much as it can. Gov
ernment need not cut costs; it can 
either cut its service or simply 
raise prices. Government service 
is always a monopoly or semi
monopoly. Sometimes, as in the 
case of the Post Office, it is a com
pulsory monopoly - all competi
tion is outlawed. If not outlawed, 
private competition is strangled 
by taxes to cover the operating 
deficits and raise capital for tax
exempt government operation. 

THERE IS another critical prob
lem in government operation of 
business. Private firms are models 
of efficiency largely because the 
free market establishes prices 

which permit them to calculate, 
which they must do in order to 
make profits and avoid losses. 
Thus, free "capitalism" tends to 
set prices in such a way that goods 
are properly allocated among all 
the intricate branches and areas 
of production that make up the 
modern economy. Capitalist prof
it-and-loss calculation makes this 
marvel possible - and without 
central planning by one agency. 
In fact, central planners, being de
prived of accurate pricing, could 
not calculate, and so could not 
maintain a modern mass-produc
tion economy. In short, they could 
not plan. There is no way to gauge 
the success of a product that the 
customers are compelled to buy. 
And every time government en
ters a business, it distorts pricing 
a little more, and skews calcula
tion. In short, a government busi
ness introduces a disruptive island 
of calculational chaos into the eco
nomic system. 

No wonder, then, that our eco· 
nomic problems center in govern
ment enterprises. Government 
ownership breeds insoluble con
flicts, inevitable inefficiency; and 
breakdown of living· standards. 
Private ownership brings peace, 
mutual harmony, great efficiency, 
and notable improvements in 
standards of living. 



MERLE THORPE 

-a positive force for 
the free market 

The Creed of a Conservative 
Fred DeArmond 

ANY CLEVER person can utter 
quotable epigrams. The acid 

test is in the pattern of philoso
phy that emerges from his words, 
and its agreement with his ac
tions. Do they add up to anything 
worth remembering? Is part of 
the mind product canceled out by 
other parts? 

By this measure, one of the 
most consistent lives in our time 
was that of Merle Thorpe, who 
for 28 years edited Nation's Busi
ness magazine. The 40 years end
ing with his death late in 1955 
witnessed an abortive revolution 
that shook the world as it had not 
been shaken in nearly two centu-

ries. Through those tremendous 
years Thorpe was the consistent 
voice of embattled free enterprise 
as probably no other figure of the 
time. In all that he wrote and 
spoke - and it was voluminous -
critics are challenged to find two 
sentences that were contradictory. 
This, of course, was the product 
of staking out a line of principle 
and holding to it steadfastly. 

In 1916 he was called to Wash
ington from his job as director of 
the School of Journalism at Kan
sas University to assume the ed
itorship of a small fringe maga
zine which it was hoped might be 
made the spokesman for organ-

Mr. DeArmoud, writer and business consultant on personnel traininn, ia a contributor to 
numerous periodicals and the author of booka such aa Executive Thinking and Action and 
How To Sell and Unsell Ideas. For five years he was Associate Editor of Nation's Business, 
under Merle Thorpe's editorship. 
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ized business. The great upheaval 
was then in the making. Ten 
years earlier Lloyd George had 
achieved a New Deal in Great 
Britain. Seventeen years later the 
United States followed in almost 
the same tracks made by the Brit
ish Fabians and their continental 
socialist brethren. 

When the American New Deal 
flourished, Thorpe understood, as 
only a few of his fellow citizens 
did, that it was no case of politi
cal immaculate conception. It had 
been gestating for a long time. 
From about 1921 on, he noted the 
steady, cumulative growth of fed
eral controls and bureaucracy. He 
was disturbed by the increasing 
dependence on Washington to 
solve every problem from drought 
to childbirth mortality. 

Again and again during the 
twenties he sounded a sharp warn
ing that the people were overlook
ing the deferred cost in human 
freedom of this new-found short 
cut to the Kingdom of Heaven on 
earth. In 1931 he wrote a remark
ably prescient series of four arti
cles for the Saturday Evening 
Post on "Our Vanishing Econom
ic Freedom." To one of them the 
editors appended a subhead
"The High Tide of Paternalism" 
- that illustrates how little most 
Americans knew then of the long 
sweep of that popular tidal wave. 

In assessing Merle Thorpe's 

consistency, his whole philosophy 
may be anchored to a passage 
from one of his favorite authors. 
Lord Macaulay, which he liked to 
quote: 

Our rulers will best promote the 
improvement of the people by strict
ly confining themselves to their own 
legitimate duties; by leaving capital 
to find its most lucrative course, 
commodities their fair price, indus
try and intelligence their natural re
ward, idleness and folly their natu
ral punishment. . . . 

To these principles he adhered 
with a stern fidelity. He resented 
the frequent charge that this was 
laissez faire. "We have not had 
laissez faire in this country for 50 
years," he said. Vigorously and 
continually he repelled the view 
that opposition to socialism was 
blind opposition to change. To 
him, change was the very breath 
of progress. 

Change is the immutable law. 
Eternal adaptability is the price of 
survival. ... Yesterday is yesterday. 
The "good old days" pay no divi
dend in the present. 

But he was firmly opposed to 
change just for the sake of 
change. Some truths are immut
able and uninfluenced by consider
ations of pragmatism or expedi
ency or false humanitarianism. 
"Despotism dressed in the clothes 
of benevolence is still despotism." 

Always he was alert to the 
thousand and one devices and 
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guises through which the levelers 
sought with a deadly design to in
troduce the new socialist era. 

EARLY in his editorial career, 
Thorpe began to combat the idea, 
born of the Populism that flour
ished in the Midwest of his youth, 
that bigness is in itself an evil in 
business. In 1924, a small busi
nessman reader in Oberlin, Ohio, 
wrote a querulous letter, the sub
stance of which was, "Are you for 
Big Business or the people?" 
Thorpe's answer, printed in his 
column, "Through the Editor's 
Spectacles," said in part: 

What is the dividing line that 
marks the danger to society [in the 
size of a business)? At what point 
does success become sinister? Just 
west of Oberlin is a farmer named 
Jones, crippled by paralysis since a 
baby, who made such good sausage 
that today he ships it to every coun
try on the globe. Just east of Ober
lin a Mr. Davey took such good care 
of his neighors' trees that the na
tion heard of him and his work and 
beat a path to his door. 

At what point did Mr. Jones leave 
off being a good citizen to become 
pernicious? At what point did Mr. 
Davey become a menace as Big Busi
ness? 

It is obvious that we must have a 
meeting of minds on this point be
fore we can answer the question. 
What is there inherent of virtue in 
small business that makes that same 
small business with its same policies, 
same management, anathema when 
it develops into Bigness? 

If you insist on an answer to your 
question, "Are you for Big Business 
or the people?" we shall have to say, 
"We are for both." And for Small 
Business too, the Small Business 
which sees through shining eyes a 
higher good and is striving through 
the small hours of the night to at
tain it. Don't take that away from 
us, please, because that is the oppor
tunity of the individual, and individ
ualism is the heart and soul of 
America. 

Small business, he said in an
other connection, is "the greatest 
stumbling block in the path of 
dictators." It is so much easier 
for government to socialize if it 
can do so substantially by taking 
over a few huge corporations. But 
with several million independent 
enterprises, no such economic 
coup d'etat is possible, except by 
a process of gradualism. 

HAVING KNOWN nothing but hard 
work and struggle, he saw no rea
son to pity people who had to 
overcome obstacles and endure 
hardships in the attainment of 
their desires. His boyhood as the 
son of a small farmer in western 
Missouri, his job in a small town 
creamery, the succession of stu
dent enterprises that he devised 
to finance his education in college 
- all these he regarded as as
sets, not liabilities in his life. 

Federal subsidies, however in
viting to vicarious do-gooders, had 
no appeal to him. Back in 1924 he 
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was pointing out the artificiality 
in such farm aids as the McNary
Haugen Bill for hoisting agricul
tural prices above the world level. 
Along about this time he printed 
with tacit approval a reader's view 
that there were too many farmers 
for a free competitive economy. 
Some would by natural laws have 
to gravitate to other vocations. In 
every age, owing to mechanical 
evolution and more productive 
farming, fewer persons are re
quired to supply food. Landown
ers should be encouraged to meet 
the dilemma of unmarketable sur
pluses by voluntarily withdrawing 
cropland from cultivation and re
turning it to grass - a proposal 
acted upon later, but via federal 
subsidies that tended toward com
pulsion and nullified the intent of 
the program. 

Veterans' bonuses he exposed as 
one of the worst forms of pater
nalism, notwithstanding intem
perate recriminations from read
ers who saw no fallacy in placing 
a price tag on patriotism. Busi
ness subsidies and price fixing by 
decree, whether for the "protec
tion" of sellers or buyers, were to 
him government spoon-feeding of 
some citizens at the cost of penal
izing others. 

From the start he recognized 
and deplored the unholy alliance 
between greedy politicians and 
power-drunk labor leaders. He de-

nounced the NRA for what it 
quickly proved to be - a shady 
bargain by which business was to 
be given a questionable Sherman 
Act truce in return for agreeing 
to compulsory unionism. Many of 
the businessmen who fell for this 
clever ruse soon saw that they 
had given away a basic American 
freedom for the right to "police" 
their competition, only to have 
their quid taken away from them 
by the courts. 

Later, when labor chieftains 
and some of the softer academic 
minds charged that capital was on 
a strike to prevent recovery under 
the New Deal regime, Thorpe an
swered in a ringing editorial, 
"Ask the Dollar in Your Pocket." 

You want me to go to work? 
What is the job? How risky is it? 
How long do you want me to work? 
A new enterprise? The public may 
not accept the product, and then I'd 
lose my life. I'd want more for that 
job. What are the conditions of em
ployment? 

IN ADDITION to his writing and 
editing, Thorpe delivered hun
dreds of public speeches and radio 
addresses to a very large national 
audience. Over and over he re
minded his readers and listeners 
that you can't have free enter
prise without some speculation 
Every highly successful business 
has had to pass through stages 
when the hopes for new develop-
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ment outweighed the security con
sideration. A good entrepreneur 
takes chances. It is the way of 
life in business under a free en
terprise system. Thomas A. Edi
son and Walter Chrysler were 
more than speculators, but they 
were speculators. 

In 1927 he attacked vigorously 
a proposed gesture by the Nation
al Chamber of Commerce looking 
toward recognition of Soviet Rus
sia as a lift for trade. Still con
sistent in his revulsion toward 
everything connected with com
munism, the approach of World 
War II found him voicing re
strained objection to a military 
alliance with the Kremlin. 

With his usual lucidity, Thorpe 
warned of the deadly parallel be
tween creeping socialism in Amer
ica and the totalitarian philosophy 
elsewhere. Therein, he saw, was 
the danger posed by the Great De
pression. Contemplating the antics 
of a frightened and panicky Con
gress in 1931, he was moved to 
write one of his few exclamatory 
headlines : "Warning! Q u a c k 
Remedies Ahead!" The chief prod
uct of the depression, he said, "is 
a flood of prescriptions, most of 
which provide for some form of 
government action." What was 
needed, he argued, was austerity, 
hard work and patience. After 
five years of quack political medi
cine, he could point out in 1938 

that the nation had shown no 
measurable recovery. Then came 
the stimulus of war in Europe, 
giving the innovators the chance 
to claim that their inflationary 
schemes rather than the coinci
dence of world war had saved the 
Sick Man of the West. 

After seven years of what he 
called the "Bloodless Revolution," 
he was moved to ask, "What are 
the sources of a dictator's pow
er?" and to answer his own ques
tion. Five controls, he said, are all 
that any man on horseback would 
need to make him the absolute 
ruler over his fellow man. They 
are: 

1. Control of his savings 
2. Control of production 
3. Control of his wages 
4. Control of his hours of work 
5. Control of the prices he must 

pay 
Any discerning reader would 

see for himself that all these con
trols already were essentially 
vested in the Executive Depart
ment of the government at Wash
ington. They were to be vastly 
strengthened during the war 
years to follow, and then with the 
return of peace only grudgingly 
relaxed by entrenched politics. 

ALTHOUGH he preached patience, 
Thorpe himself was by nature not 
a patient man. He had little time 
for pedestrian minds mouthing 
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fallacies on things they did not 
understand. And yet through all 
those years he conducted the 
great controversy in a bland and 
not unkindly way. He never used 
the broadsword of invective as a 
Brann or a Mencken did. He was 
not corrosively skeptical in the 
manner of Albert Jay N ock, but 
could kid his adversaries good 
naturedly. 

A well known clergyman once 
wrote him: "Everywhere that the 
Christian minister turns he finds 
his dearest ideals and hopes en
tangled in the economic life. Do 
you ask us to keep our hands off? 
In God's name, you ask too 
much!" 

In his "Editor's Specs" column, 
Thorpe replied: "Business seems 
to be tainted with a shameful 
moral leprosy, and yet Dr. B. feels 
that his ministrations may be re
sented. No, Doctor, if the laying 
on of hands will cure business of 
the many ills ascribed to it, de
pend on the patient to stand tied." 

Thorpe could never quite excuse 
what he regarded as the supine 
way in which capitalism took its 
flaying lying down. This inexplic
able "earsplitting silence" under 
assault from the left-wing press, 
politicians, and professors, seemed 
to him one of the ominous signs 
of the times. 

Businessmen are so battered 
down by the reiteration of agita-

tors, he wrote, that they confess 
by their silence and seek to avoid 
the death sentence by fawning on 
their detractors. A reader face
tiously accused him of plagiarism 
and to prove it quoted from Vol
taire's words just 200 years be
fore. "The nobleman may strut 
and cry, Such a man am I! And 
may look down upon a Trader 
with sovereign Contempt, whilst 
the Trader on the other side, by 
thus often hearing his profession 
treated so disdainfully, is Fool 
enough to blush at it." 

But he remained a defender of 
business even when it wouldn't 
defend itself. On one occasion, a 
member of the intellectual fringe 
flung at him the charge that busi
ness was stupid in continuing to 
oppose a new order under which 
greater profits were being real
ized than ever before. This argu
ment, Thorpe retorted, merely 
constituted an admission that 
businessmen could consider prin
ciples above profits. 

LEsT HIS CONSISTENCY be cata
logued as that of a mere provin
cial "aginer," it is important to 
remember the things that Thorpe 
stood for affirmatively. In season 
and out, he preached the virtues 
of foreign trade with as few re
strictions as possible and subject 
only to his unwillingness to deal 
with Soviet Russia and its bloody 
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cohorts. As far back as the Hard
ing Administration he was urging 
a budgetary system for the feder
al government - a reform real
ized under President Coolidge. 
Nation's Business strongly sup
ported Secretary of Commerce 
Hoover's standardization program 
for industry. 

Himself a master salesman, 
Thorpe believed implicitly in the 
merits of aggressive selling. Back 
in 1930 when the business barom
eter was falling every month and 
people seemed to take a sadistic 
pleasure in repeating and magni
fying dolorous news, he chided 
his readers in this fashicn: "Is 
our vaunted American sellhtg only 
a fair weather phenomenon? Does 
it cave in, crumple up, and take 
the count at the first blow? It 
would seem so." 

He stood as a positive force for 
the free market and free competi
tion, between businesses, £ndus
tries, individuals, and in the clash 
of ideologies and faiths. In his 
relentless opposition to govern
ment restrictions on individual
ism he may not always have been 
strategic, but he was invariably 
consistent with his guiding prin
cipl~ts. 

To him the current conflict was 
simply "the age-old struggle be
tween two groups - those who 
produce wealth and those who 
waste wealth," as he once told the 

Chicago Association of Commerce. 
This suggests the mordant remark 
of H. L. Mencken, made about the 
same time, that "there are now 
just two classes of men - those 
who work for their livings and 
those who vote for them." 

Again, Thorpe surveyed the 
American scene and saw tragic 
spectacles: "men forging their 
own chains, planning the less 
abundant life, demoting the gen
eral welfare, and working to low
er the standards of living to those 
of other politics-ridden countries 
of the world." 

All forms of government owner
ship, whether it meant that Uncle 
Sam was to operate a laundry, or 
a great chain of TVA power 
plants, or a model Tugwelltown 
with cheap rent for a selected few, 
were socialism and an ultimate 
drag on progress, said this Jere
miah of the thirties. He chided 
citizens for abandoning their prin
ciples and rushing to Washington 
to beg for federal aid for local 
and regional booster projects. 

AT THE TIME of his retirement he 
had built up the magazine's paid 
circulation from 6,000 to 450,000. 
More than that, he had made it 
the most articlulate voice of con
servatism in the land. It was the 
reserve built up by Nation's Busi
ness that enabled the National 
Chamber from 1936-39 to conduct 
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its nationwide campaign on behalf 
of free enterprise with the slogan, 
"What Helps Business Helps 
You!" 

For the last ten years of his 
life Thorpe was Director of Busi
ness Development for Cities Serv
ice Company and editor of its 
company magazine, Service. 

"Merle Thorpe? A reactionary, 
a chauvinist from the eighteenth 
century. Time marched past 
him!" Such was the verdict of 
the more dedicated liberals. 

But it was a false judgment. 
With his vigorous pen and his al
ways persuasive tongue he delayed 
and deflected and modified the 
collectivist revolution in America. 

No, he didn't stop the revolt of 
the masses but he did much to 
arouse the nation to its threat. 

Talk to a passionate radical and 
you will find that he is as disap
pointed as the libertarians with 
the trend of events today. A black 
reaction to the New Order has 
set in, he will tell you. The pen
dulum has swung to the Right. 
Far, far too slow, for the follow
ers of Thorpe's political and eco
nomic philosophy, but much too 
fast for the Marxians. For a 
while they thought they had it 
made, that they had won by de
fault. That they were disappoint
ed is due in some degree to the 
valiant voice of Merle Thorpe. 

T he B iggest Monopoly Of A ll 

IN ALL THE DISCUSSION of "bigness" and "monopoly power" it is 
surprising that so little has been said about the Federal Govern
ment "holding company" headquartered in Washington with activi
ties sprawling into almost every possible field, with a collection 
of "monopolies" beyond parallel in any private enterprise, with a 
greed for undertaking new things that would put any private 
monopolist to shame, and with a power to extort taxes from the 
people to cover losses and finance expansion. Just one of the major 
government monopolies, the Agriculture Department with its sub
sidiary corporations, adds billions upon billions of dollars to the 
nation's food bill every year. It is a strange paradox that, while 
the Government goes about its business of taxing the people to 
deprive them of cheaper bread and milk, butter and eggs, and meat 
and potatoes, it hauls into court, time and again, a grocery chain 
whose achievement has been to reduce the costs of food distribution 
about as low as they can go. 

National City Bank Letter, July 1960 



AMERICA: 
An Adventure In Seven Live Ideas 

Edwin Ba1·low Evans 

WHEN our indomitable Founding Fathers crossed the Atlantic 
Ocean to the eastern shores of the Western Hemisphere, they 

brought a cargo of five live ideas : 
• The Greek Idea: The Primacy of Reason 
• The Hebrew-Christian Idea : The Primacy of Soul 
• The Roman Idea: The Primacy of Law 
• The Medieval Idea: The Primacy of Moral Responsibility 
• The Renaissance Idea: The Primacy of the Individual 
Throughout the dark and bitter agony of their titanic struggle with 

George III and also in their superhuman labors to conquer a vast and 
virgin continent, their fertile brains evolved two more live ideas: 

• The Revolutionary Idea: The Primacy of Unalienable Rights 
• The Frontier Idea: The Primacy of Freedom 
So this new order of ages, our republic, is a world-shaking adventure 

in seven live ideas. 

I. The Greek Idea: 
The Primacy of Reason 

The Greeks clung tenaciously to 
the idea that man is a rational an
imal. Reason is the "lord over 
will," not will the "lord over rea
son" which is the philosophy of 
Schopenhauer and his disciple 
Nietzsche. The ethical office of 
reason is to control and govern 
the actions of the individual. Con
sequently, reason is inherently 
nobler than emotion, appetite, and 
will. 

The Greeks refused to surren
der to blind chance and inexorable 
destiny. They believed in knowl
edge for the sake of knowledge -
the endless search for the true, 
the beautiful, and the good. Spon
taneity of consciousness was the 
supreme guide of their lives. 

II. The Hebrew-Christian Idea: 
The Primacy of Soul 

The central idea of Christianity 
is the individual soul born to im
mortality with the faculty of free 

Dr. Evans, professor, philosopher.poet, lecturer, died in 1954. This article is condensed from 
an unpublished manuscript. 
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will, which also includes the pos
sibility of sin and error. Yet at 
the same time, the individual is 
enabled to strive toward salvation 
as his heritage. 

Jesus asked the question that 
revalued all questions: "What 
shall it profit a man if he shall 
gain the whole world and lose his 
soul?" 

Jesus, the Way Shower, taught 
us the respect and reverence for 
personality and that the kingdom 
of God is within, the value of in
ner poise. "He that ruleth his own 
spirit is greater than he that tak
eth a city." 

Ill. The Roman Idea: 
The Primacy of Justice and Law 

Edith Hamilton, in her brilliant 
book, The Roman Way, tells us 
that "law is a Roman political 
concept. The Greeks theorized; 
the Romans translated their theo
ries into action." The Romans af
firmed a moral order in the uni
verse. They called it JUS - an or
der binding on the members of 
the community, both human and 
divine. 

Law is the practical application 
of the concept of justice. Civiliza
tion is upheld by law. Law puts 
moral sanctions above force. Law 
curbs injustice, the child of force. 

The Romans held tenaciously to 
the civic concept of man as a per
son, an entity. This idea domi-

nates the Epistles of Paul. When 
the Apostle to the Gentiles was in 
danger of personal violence at the 
hands of the mob, he appealed to 
Festus, the Roman Governor, for 
the protection of impersonal jus
tice. 

. . . If there be none of these 
things whereof these accuse me, no 
man may deliver me unto them. I 
appeal unto Caesar. 

Then Festus ... answered, Hast 
thou appealed unto Caesar? unto 
Caesar shalt thou go. 

ACTS 25:11-12 

IV. The Medieval Idea: 

The Primacy of Morcrl Responsibility 

Two hundred years before Mar
tin Luther nailed his theses on 
the door of the cathedral of Wit
tenberg, John Wyclif made three 
historic decisions : he organized 
the English middle class into con
venticles for prayers and worship, 
which later became the forerun
ners of the New England Town 
Meeting, the germ of free assem
blage. Secondly, Wyclif declared 
that no individual, king, or church 
dare interfere between an individ
ual and his moral responsibility 
and that there are some matters 
that each individual must think 
for himself. This led to the doc· 
trine of private judgment which 
set the mind free and made the 
citizen with his consent to be gov
erned. This, of course, was the 
foundation stone of modern de-
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mocracy. As a third vital tenet, 
Wyclif announced that the sac
raments of the church mean noth
ing unless the individual who ac
cepts them knows what he is do
ing and what they mean. In short, 
man is a free sentient individual 
with a personal moral responsibil
ity in matters of faith. 

V. The Renaissance Idea: 
The Primacy of the 
Unconquerable Intlividual 

The Renaissance, that educa
tional, literary, and artistic reviv
al that went on in Italy and the 
Western World during the four
teenth and fifteenth centuries, 
was a revolt from feudalism, other 
worldliness, and the theological 
man. It swept into being the con
cept of progress; it held aloft the 
unquenchable thirst for knowl
edge, power, and beauty; it laid 
unmistakable emphasis on the glo
rification of man and his achieve
ments, material, intellectual, ar
tistic, and spiritual. 

The emergence of the individ
ual from his ties, both natural and 
social, is a process which started 
in Italy during the Renaissance. 
in Italy during the Reniassance. 
lack of individual freedom, for 
man seemed to stay within the 
fixed boundary of his role in the 
social order. If he bore the stamp 
of peasant, craftsman, or knight, 
there he remained without being 

able to explore all possible ave
nues. He was not a person work
ing at a trade but he was that 
trade. Gradually, as the Renais
sance gave man courage to think 
and do new things, his awareness 
of self began to grow. 

Jacob Burckhardt has carefully 
delineated the individual in medi
eval society in his scholarly book, 
The Civilization of the Renais
sance in Italy. At first, he tells us, 
man thought of himself "only as 
a member of a race, people, 
party, family, corporation ... only 
through some general category." 
But the Italian of the Renaissance 
emerged as "the first-born of the 
sons of Modern Europe, the first 
individual." 

VI. The Re11olurionary Idea: 
The Primacy of Unalienable Rights 

The essence of the American 
way of life is distilled to two 
words - unalienable rights. Let 
us review them in their proper 
setting. 

"We hold these truths to be 
self-evident, that all men are cre
ated equal, that they are endowed 
by their Creator with certain un
alienable Rights, that among these 
are Life, Liberty and the pursuit 
of Happiness. That to secure these 
rights, Governments are instituted 
among Men, deriving their just 
powers from the consent of the 
governed." 
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The term unalienable rights 
means that the human soul is the 
quality that all men everywhere 
have in common. Since God cre
ated each person as an individual, 
no man dare enslave him. 

"Positive freedom as the reali
zation of self," Erich Fromm 
states, "implies the full affirma
tion of the uniqueness of the in
dividual. Men are born equal but 
they are also born different." 

The uniqueness of self in no 
way contradicts the principles of 
equality. The thesis that all men 
are born equal implies that they 
share the same fundamental hu
man qualities; they all have the 
same unalienable claim of freedom 
and happiness. The cultivation of 
the uniqueness of self is the es
sence of individuality, the essence 
of the American way of life. 

These doctrines became the 
three pillars of our freedom. If a 
man is a sacred and inviolable 
person, he has the right to choose 
his rulers. Hence, the first pillar 
is representative constitutional 
democracy. Since a man is an in
violable person, he has the right 
to think, speak, assemble, and wor
ship as he sees fit. The second pil
lar, therefore, is civil and reli
gious liberty. Since man has an in
violable personality, he has the 
right to earn and possess for him
self such portions of the God-giv
en resources of the earth as he 

can win by honest toil and effort 
- the right of private property. 
Thus the third pillar of our de
mocracy is free private enterprise. 

What is the relation of private 
property to free enterprise? The 
three indispensable ingredients of 
free enterprise are a capital stock 
of raw materials and tools, an am
ple supply of genius, labor, and 
ingenuity, and above all, the in
satiable incentive impulse to own 
and control property and to cre
ate wealth. 

The American standard of liv
ing is the direct result of Ameri
can right of private property and 
free private enterprise. A planned 
socialistic society and economy 
tends to stifle initiative, incentive, 
ingenuity, inventiveness, and in
dividuality. The Welfare State 
tends to undermine self-reliance, 
self-respect, self-control, freedom, 
and genius. Free enterprise offers 
freedom but does not guarantee 
security. Collectivism guarantees 
security, but at the price of free
dom. Which course will the wise 
man choose? 

We must continually refresh 
our vision of the doctrine of un
alienable rights: 

• All men are created equal be
fore the law and before God. 

• The State is the servant of 
man and not the master. 

• The field of personal responsi
bility is greater than the field of 
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impersonal 
sibility. 

• Social 
substitute 
science. 

governmental respon-

conscience is never a 
for individual con-

• Group morality is a mockery 
without personal morality. 

The evils of society spring from 
the vices of the individual. The 
government cannot make men 
good by law. Neither can it make 
them wealthy and happy. The gov
ernment should not be called upon 
to do for individuals what they 
can and should do for themselves. 

Personal security is more log
ical than social security because 
personal security is what the in
dividual does for himself. Social 
security is what the State does 
for him. Today there is a danger
ous trend in the excessive preoc· 
cupation with the idea of secu
rity, not the security of opportu
nity, but the security of avoiding 
risks. Literature, philosophy, and 
religion abound in praise of cour
age and daring but have no praise 
for security. Shakespeare phrased 
it, "Security is mortal's chiefest 
enemy." 

Of individuals w h o d e s e r t 
ideals, ambition, and vision for 
comfort and ease, Emerson speaks 
prophetic words of wisdom : 

Then dies the man in you. Then 
once more perish the buds of art and 
poetry and science. Explore and ex
plore. Be neither chided or flattered 

out of your position of perpetual in
quiry. Why should you renounce 
your right to traverse the starlit 
deserts of truth for premature com
fort. 

Some measure of security is im
perative, but if carried too far it 
may undermine self-reliance. 

Jill. The Frontier Idea: 

The Buoyance and Exuberance 
of Freedom 

Frederick J . Turner, the his
torian, has caught the pervading 
influence of the frontier on the 
colonist in his dynamic book, The 
Frontier in American History . He 
says the American mind is in
debted to the frontier for its vital 
characteristics - "that coarseness 
and strength combined with acute
ness and inquisitiveness; that 
practical inventive turn of mind 
quick to find expedients; that mas~ 
terful grasp of material things; 
that restless, nervous energy, that 
dominant individualism; and with
al that buoyancy and exuberance 
that comes with freedom." No 
more striking sketch of the Amer
ican has ever been drawn, the rea
son for his buoyancy and exuber
ance that so characterizes us as a 
nation. 

The pioneers were giants, not 
pigmies. One could read and re
read that thrilling, wonderful saga 
of pioneer adventure in South 
Dakota, Giants in the Earth, which 
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took its theme from the sixth 
chapter of Genesis. 

There were giants in the earth in 
those days; and also after that, 
when the sons of G<>d came in unto 
the daughters of men, and they bare 
children to them, the same became 
mighty men which were of old, men 
of renown. 

The lives of these stalwart men 
and devoted women are the cor
nerstone of the spirit of liberty. 
They prove the wisdom which per
meates John Stuart Mill's famous 
essay, On Liberty. For a State that 
makes pigmies of its men so that 
they become willing tools even for 
productive purposes will find that, 
from these small men, no worthy 
accomplishment is possible. It can 
never be said that our republic 
has dwarfed its founders and 
defenders. 

Jefferson and his contemporar
ies gave the meanest man a place 
in the Divine Purpose, the dignity 
and will to shape his destiny. He 
was no longer an animal but the 
child of God. This new morality 
made him a human being, an end 
in himself. 

There is a spiritual law in the 
universe which centers in the soul 
of the individual and gives his life 
inviolable value. From this endow
ment comes a divine law to guide 
man. Try to write the Declaration 
of Independence and omit the Di
vine source of human rights. It 

cannot be done. A philosophy of 
materialism admits no rights 
whatever, human or divine. 

Man is not a machine, a thing, 
or a chunk of dirt. "People are 
people and not the keys of a pi
ano," writes Dostoevsky. This is 
man's distinction and his dignity. 

Democracy insists that man is 
a moral and spiritual being, living 
in a moral and spiritual world, 
governed by moral and spiritual 
law. Democracy is a state of mind 
and its ruling principle is the un
alienable, God-given soul of the 
free individual human being. 

If the day ever dawns that 
Americans deny the historic the· 
sis that man is a child of God, 
gifted with the dignity of free 
will and an immortal soul, if 
Americans ever surrender to sci
entific materialism, then all the 
guarded gold buried at Fort Knox, 
the mightiest navy that sails the 
seven seas, and all the magnificent 
super-products of thousands of 
super-efficient mills will not save 
us from being engulfed in the 
black night of totalitarian slavery. 

The Founding Fathers con
fronted a natural wilderness, con
quered, and harnessed it. Today 
we confront a moral wilderness, 
largely the product of our blind
ness and folly. This new wilder
ness can be conquered by spirit
ual pioneers armed with these sev
en live ideas. 



A REVIEWER'S I\IOTEHOOK 

I S THERE actually any such 
thing as a science of economics? 

Sidney Schoeffler, in a remarkably 
stimulating book called The Fail
ures of Economics (Harvard Uni
versity Press, $4.75), goes pretty 
far toward saying that the subject 
just doesn't exist in any scientific 
sense of the word. 

This does not mean that he con
siders economists to be superflu
ous. What it does mean, in his 
opinion, is that economists must 
accustom themselves to dealing 
with the consequences of data pre
sented by antecedent phenomena. 
Ludwig von Mises, in a moment 
of brilliant insight, once remarked 
that economics is part of a wider 
study of human choice in gen
eral. Professor Schoeffler builds 
voluminously on the Mises per
ception to show that economics 
moves backward into everything 
from sociology and religion to 
psychology, chemistry, physics, 
technology, geology, geography, 
climate, and pure accident. All of 
these things form or condition the 
human being's expenditure of 
time and energy, with often in-
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calculable economic results. Eco
nomic values are conditioned by 
other values: for example, a na
tion of ascetics would hardly de
velop either an economy of abun
dance, or the techniques and phe
nomena of mass production and 
low price. 

The upshot of it all is that no 
economist is justified in thinking 
in terms of closed systems. Ac
curate prediction, it follows, is of
ten fairly close to impossible: the 
variables that move, sometimes 
virtually at random, into the realm 
of economics are too multitudi
nous to be grouped into any de
pendable patterns of probability. 
That is why economists, like me
teorologists, are often hopelessly 
wrong in the attempt to provide 
"information" about the future. 
It is also a compelling reason for 
rejecting the politico-economic 
philosophy of central planning: 
the impossibility of deriving ac
curate "information" about next 
week or next year renders plan
ning futile at best, and disastrous 
if the supposed "information" 
happens to be radically wrong. 
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Professor Schoeffler's method 
of writing is hardly calculated to 
appeal to the layman. His vocabu
lary is almost barbarously tech
nical; his "case system" often 
seems the epitome of fragmenta
tion. But if one makes the effort 
to rise above the book as an air
man rises above the seemingly 
crude chaos of topography, the 
"grain" of the argument becomes 
sufficiently clear. Economists, says 
Schoeffler, have erred by taking 
their methods from sciences that 
have predictive possibilities, such 
as astronomy or engineering ; or 
they have tried to be economic 
mathematicians without stopping 
to reflect that mathematics is a 
way of stating the same thing in 
different ways, depending on what 
side of the equation the statement 
happens to be placed. 

T HE ELEMENT of free will does 
not obtrude into astronomy or 
bridge building or mathematics: 
Halley's comet obeys no aberrant 
impulses, and the cabies of the 
George Washington Bridge do not 
suddenly take off in flight. But 
free will is always affecting the 
data of human choice. The gen
eral cussedness of human beings 
may not make a mockery of the 
so-called laws of "statistical prob
ability" in many instances, but, 
as Professor Schoeffler demon
strates, every so often statistical 

probability takes a fearful beat
ing even when IBM calculators 
are sorting out the "facts" and 
combining them into "informa
tion" about the shape of things to 
come. 

Professor Schoeffler lists the 
things which make economic pre
diction such a hazardous matter. 
There is, first of all, the impossi
bility of controlled experimenta
tion. Secondly, there is the ele
ment of free will, which, though 
not susceptible of "proof," must 
at least be accepted as a "not-re
jected" hypothesis. Then there is 
the general "indeterminacy" of 
the universe, which is especially 
annoying when one is dealing with 
unique events in a very compli
cated structure that is subject to 
a large cumulation of indetermi
nacies. Finally, there is the falli
bility of the human observer 
working with a system that does 
not demonstrably obey conserva
tion laws. 

Even if economic forecasting 
could be completely founded on 
accurate and unemotional obser
vation, it would defeat itself be
cause the very act of making the 
prediction alters the course of fu
ture events. For example, if a 
mild depression is predicted by a 
large enough number of influen
tial forecasters, the scramble to 
reduce inventories or to save 
money could lead to a severe de-
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pression. On the other hand, the 
reduction of inventories at cut 
rates might cause a basically ex
uberant people to spend their sav
ings at an accelerated rate, thus 
laying the basis for a boom. Thus 
the same prediction might have 
results that could vary at 180 de
grees. When the forecasters were 
predicting depression after World 
War II, the flow of war savings 
into consumption knocked the 
prognosticators galley west. Simi
larly, a later prediction of depres
sion was canceled out by govern
ment orders made necessary by 
the fighting in Korea. 

J>ROFESSOR SCHOEFFLER shows 
how economists seeking analogies 
in chemical systems, biophysical 
systems, or mechanical systems 
inevitably tend to fall back on 
such aids to an unreal simplicity 
as "artificial mechanization," "ar
tificial generalization," "artificial 
systematization," "artificial fixa
tion," "artificial factorization," 
"artificial closure," "artificial iso
lation," "artificial indirectness," 
and the mistaking of the hetero
geneous for the homogeneous. 
Sometimes the use of models 
based on physical or biological 
science works out sufficiently well 
to encourage the economist in his 
addiction to his "tools of analy
sis." But often this occurs, says 
Schoeffler, because of luck, or be-

cause certain errors of judgment 
tend to cancel each other out, or 
because unseen and unknown 
"other things" happen for the mo
ment to be equal. Ordinarily, the 
field of study of the social scien
tist does not "exhibit the required 
structural constancies needed for 
accurate prediction." 

Does all this mean that the at
tempt to predict in economic mat
ters must be abandoned? Surpris
ingly enough, Professor Schoef
fler does not commit himself to 
any such pessimism. What he 
does is to counsel economists to 
study the sciences that are ante
cedent to human choice in the 
purely economic realm. The study 
of sociology, he hazards, might 
conceivably yield something use
ful regarding the rate of change 
of economic mores and institu
tions, or about the compatibility 
of economic phenomena with a 
given set of mores. (If Schoeffler 
were a sociologist, he might have 
less confidence that accurate pre
diction about changes in the gen
eral mores is any more possible 
than accurate forecasting in eco
nomics. Who, knowing England 
in 1859, for example, would have 
predicted the 1945-49 socialism of 
Clement Attlee ?) Or, to continue 
with the list of useful suggestions 
about setting economic choice in 
a wider field, a study of chemis
try can disclose much about the 
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possible transformation of re
sources. And the psychologist 
might uncover a good deal about 
human motivations leading up to 
economic expression of one sort 
or another. 

IF ALL THIS tends to make eco
nomics appear a hopeless hybrid, 
it is not cause for despair. Pro
fessor Schoeffler thinks the "art" 
of economics, as distinct from the 
"science" of economics, is very 
much worth practising. He him
self offers some predictive theo
ries based on advanced modern 
systems of symbolic logic. I lack 
the technical training in this field 
to know whether his own compli
cated models of prediction are any 
more worthy of respect than the 
ones he has so brilliantly demol
ished. But the usefulness of Pro
fessor Schoeffler's book does not 
rest on its own "positive" contri
bution to the "art" of prediction. 
It is enough to have pointed out 
the reasons for the frailty and 
fallibility of economists in gen
eral. For myself, it is enough to 
know· that the assumption of free 
will in individual human beings 
negates the theory of the useful
ness or even the possibility of 
central planning. The "art" of 
economics, as set forth by Schoef
fler, buttresses laissez faire as a 
doctrine worthy of renewed gen
eral respect. For if it is impos-

sible to know precisely where we 
are going, it is plain common 
sense to refrain from telling peo
ple what they "must" do to get 
there. 

* * * 

The Kingdom Without God: Road's 
End for the Social Gospel by GER
ALD HEARD and EDMUND A. OPITZ. 
Introduction by James C. lnge
bretsen. Los Angeles: Foundation 
for Social Research. 196 pp. $2.50. 

The Powers That Be: Case Studies 
of the Church in Politics by ED
MUND A. OPITZ. Introduction by 
Admiral Ben Moreell. Los Ange
les: Foundation for Social Re
search. 104 pp. $1.50. (Both books 
as a set, $3.00) 

First, there is Religion. Then 
there is the Church. And inevita
bly there are Prophets. That 
seems to be the regular order of 
things in matters spiritual and 
ethical. 

Just now the Prophets - al
ways a minority, sometimes ami
nority of one - are raising their 
voices. In line with the tradition 
of their trade, they feel called up
on to point up the inadequacies of 
the institutionalized Church -
particularly its betrayal of Reli
gion by making it a mere means 
to currently fashionable secular 
or political ends. The Church has 
always been tempted to render un
to Caesar that which belongs to 
God, and the National Council of 
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Churches (NCC) has not entirely 
avoided this pitfall. Its deviations 
are critically analyzed in the vol
umes under review. 

The NCC is an organization of 
Protestant denominations dedicat
ed to the proposition that despite 
theological differences there is a 
common ground on which all 
Christians can unite in achieving 
the Kingdom of God on earth -
a naturalized version of the un
achieved goal of Christianity 
since its beginning. The common 
ground is called "social action" -
or the use of political force to 
make men "good" whether they 
want to be or not. What is 
"good"? One gets the impression 
that the hierarchy of the NCC 
would define it in about the same 
terms as the energumens of the 
New Deal - the psychological re
action of three square meals every 
day, a color television in every 
household, a well-filled clothes 
closet for everybody. That is to 
say, man is not primarily a soul 
but is the product of his material 
environment; hence, to improve 
him it is necessary only to better 
his circumstances by the well
known formula of taking from 
Peter to give to Paul. Christianity 
thus becomes an adjunct of egali
tarianism. An additional item of 
"goodness" is compulsory peace 
through World Government. 

All this, say the latter day 

Prophets, is not Religion. It is the 
denial of the primacy of the indi
vidual, the liquidation of his soul, 
the transference of his allegiance 
from God to the State. In order 
that religion might properly influ
ence social relations, the church
men of today must stop playing 
the politician's game. 

When the elders of Israel asked 
Samuel to set a king over them, 
he put the matter up to Jehovah 
and was told that nothing could 
be done about saving the Israel
ites, since they had abandoned 
first principles. Then the Lord 
added, "Shew them the manner of 
king that shall rule over them." 
In something of that spirit, the 
two little books under review 
"shew" the Christian reader the 
way things will be with Christian
ity if the hierarchy should have 
its way. It will cease to be a 
search for eternal verities, a guid
ing star for the improvement of 
the human spirit. Rather, it will 
become an instrument for the reg
ulatory and repressive State. 

But, has this not always been 
the way with organized religion? 
Religion, or faith in an order of 
things beyond the compass of the 
finite mind, is as much an essen
tial of life as food. No man, not 
even a socialist or atheist, can rid 
himself of it. But, for reasons be
yond the scope of this review, a 
vested interest in this integral of 
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human life always arises and 
tends to pervert it. And always 
the vested interest joins with the 
State to perpetuate the perver
sion and its prerogatives. But the 
religious arm of the State cannot 
function as a true Church; this 
needs a climate of freedom. Only 
when Religion is master in its own 
house can it go about its job of 
recalling man to his true nature 
and destiny. 

The Powers That Be is a serie'l 
of "Case Studies of the Church in 
Politics" (a subtitle). It is a blow
by-blow account of the NCC's 
effort to underwrite and promote 
the prevailing panaceas, which in
clude collectivism and internation
alism. The final essay shows that 
an adequate philosophy of liberty, 
while it needs an understanding 
of the nature of political action 
and of economics, must be rooted 
in religion. 

The Kingdom Without God in
cludes a three-round debate be
tween Mr. Opitz and his former 
teacher, John C. Bennett, now 
Dean of New York's Union Semi
nary and a leading social planner. 
This exchange illustrates the fact 
that the collectivists may have 
power, but they haven't a case 
which will stand up. Other essays 
in this volume trace the history of 
the Social Gospel and its various 
ramifications, survey the socialist 
literature of the past generation, 

and demolish the notion that the 
Welfare State has scriptural sanc
tions. On the more positive side, 
Gerald Heard presents an inspir
ing picture of what a truly con
temporary Church would be like, 
and another essay sketches a pos
sible theology for such a Church. 

As these books make plain, the 
forces which would politicalize the 
Church are to be found in the up
per reaches of the denominational 
and interdenominational hierarch
ies; they do not stem from the lo
cal clergyman and congregation. 
These two publications of the 
Foundation for Social Research 
are most informative and most 
opportune. They provide a well
rounded philosophy of Christian 
social responsibility from the 
standpoint of sound theology, eco
nomics, and political theory; and 
they lay a substantial religious 
foundation for libertarian social 
thought. 

FRANK CHODOROV 

Military Policy and National Secu
rity edited by WILLIAM W. KAUF
MANN. Princeton, N. J.: Princeton 
University Press. 274 pp. '$5.00. 

This book covers a wide field and 
parts of it are of special interest 
to lovers of liberty. The introduc
tion and chapters on "The Re
quirements of Deterrence," "Lim
ited Warfare," and "Force and 
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Foreign Policy" are by Professor 
Kaufmann. Mr. Roger Hilsman 
discusses "Strategic Doctrines fol' 
Nuclear War" and "Coalitions and 
Alliances." Professor Klaus Knorr 
has chapters on "U. S. Passive Air 
Defense" and on "Military Poten
tial in the Nuclear Age," and Pro
fessor Gordon A. Craig warns of 
the pitfalls to be avoided in in
corporating t h e n e w German 
Army into NATO. 

The authors have thoughtfully 
studied a mass of recent military 
literature, and they make a num
ber of sound points over which 
one would gladly linger. The ed
itor's discussion of limited war is 
particularly welcome to the re
viewer - who himself tried to 
call attention to the subject thirty 
years ago. 

On the other hand, this very 
useful book lays itself open to 
criticism for what it does not say. 
Although the editor expressly dis
clair.ls for himself and his contrib
utors any attempt to cover all 
probable military contingencies, 
still there is such a thing as try
ing to play Hamlet with Hamlet 
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left out. Not a word is said as to 
the possibility of any real change 
in U. S. national policy! In other 
words, it is blandly assumed in the 
teeth of recent facts that our vital 
interest in the stability of the 
Eastern Hemisphere implies an 
active military policy in every 
nook and cranny in the globe. This 
assumption of course leads to the 
thrice repeated conclusion that 
U. S. military costs must rise far 
above their present level and con
tinue indefinitely at that level. If 
that is so, then how are we to es
cape socialism via high taxes and 
increasingly rapid inflation? 

But is the underlying assump
tion sound? Are the leaders of 
world communism such supermen 
that they could organize the Old 
World into a coherent anti-Amer
ican block if we cut our military 
costs by withdrawing our armed 
forces from the European and 
Asiatic mainland? Would the ter
ritorial expansion of the commu
nist empire necessarily mean 
an increase of that empire's 
strength? Or would it merely in
crease the internal strains within 
so vast and so heterogeneous a 
conglomeration? It has always 
done so with the would-be world 
conquerors of the past. These are 
the fundamental questions of U. S. 
military policy, and this book does 
not discuss them. 

HOFFMAN NICKERSON 



GOOD 
COMPANIONS 

H ere in these companion volumes-Essays on 
Liberty) Vols. I and II-are brought together seventy-four 
of the most informative and inspiring short articles ever 
published on the subject of freedom. 

Volume I presents, in 310 lively pages, 37 essays on such 
issues as government, taxes, inflation, and security-by such 
writers as Maxwell Anderson, Frank Chodorov, F. A. Harper, 
and Dean Russell. 

Volume II offers 37 more articles in 442 pages, on subjects 
ranging from collective bargaining, military training, and 
discrimination to the whole question of human rights-by 
such writers as Arthur Bestor, Ben Fairless, Henry Hazlitt, 
and Clarence Manion. 
Special Offer: Sturdy, paper-bound edition, either volume, 50¢. 
(Regular price, $1.50.) 

THE FouNDATION FoR EcoNOMIC EDUCATION, INc. 

30 South Broadway, Irvington-on-Hudson, New York 



WELL WORTH READING 

Controlling the Atom: "For the first 
time in history," writes Arthur 
Kemp, "a technological discovery 
impinged directly upon the political 
bases of a society." Atomic energy 
was developed into a bomb under a 
government monopoly, but is gov
ernment the proper agency for de
veloping atoms for peace? No, says 
Professor Kemp. "The sooner a 
maximum degree of freedom can be 
given to industry ... the more likely 
we are to discover the most econom
ical form of reactors and the less 
likely we are to misuse our re
sources." The Role of Government in 
Developing Peaceful Uses of Atomic 
Energy may be had for $1.00 by 
writing the American Enterprise 
Association, Inc., 1012 14th St. N.W. 
Washington 5, D. C. 

• • 
The Last Best Hope: "Chivalry, ad
venture, and the missionary spirit," 
wrote Charles Lummis, "made of 
early America a story without a 
parallel .... It was bigger and wild
er and richer and more strange than 
man had ever dreamed before; full
er of opportunities for conquest, of 
wonders, of mountains and rivera 
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and waterfalls, of beasts and birds 
and reptiles and trees and flowers, 
all unknown and all intriguing; full 
of strange and innumerable peoples, 
from cannibals up to folk whose ar
chitecture might challenge that of 
classic antiquity; full of adventure, 
as adventure had never been known 
before." 

A chunk of this adventure is ex
pertly served up every other month 
in American Heritage. This is a 
hard cover bimonthly, 8% x 11, 120 
pages, richly laced with illustrations. 
There are color reproductions of 
paintings by American artists, of 
political posters and circus hand
bills, and things in black and white 
as well. The articles range from a 
narrative of the war of sea in 1812 
to a yarn about cattle brands; from 
an account of Jackson's battle with 
the Second Bank of the United 
States to a first hand picture of life 
on an old plantation, plus contempo
rary Americana. 

Subscribers to American Heritage 
get six books for $12.00; single cop
ies are available in some stores. The 
address is American Heritage Pub
lishing Company, Inc., 551 Fifth 
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. 



Your life may depend on auto parts you seldom see 
THOMPSON PRODUCTS TIE ROD ENDS MEAN SAFER DRIVING 
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MOTOR MAGAZINE '"'" "36 million 
out of 43}-J million cars now in use 

urgently need front·end adjustments. 

for sale. trouble-free operation." 

You SELDOM, if ever, see the tie rod 

ends on your car. 'YOu may not 

know what or where they are. Out lhesc 

small ball-and-socket tie rod ends con· 

ncct your steering gear to your front 

wheels. " ' hen they Lecome worn or 

l oose, driving can be dangerous. 

Any experienced repairman can easily 

and economically install Thompson 

"Dual Bearing" Tie Uod Ends-putting 

most (nrs in safe driving condition. 

Not only making your car safer. but 

eliminating such front-end troubles as 

shimmy, hard steering and pulling. 

Thompson Products has been making 

tie rod ends for car builders for years, 

and has developed the Dual Bearing Tic 

Rod End to give better, safer and more 

economical service. When your car 

needs new tie rod ends, be sure you use 

the same kind the maker of your car used 

when he built it. Ask your repairman 

to get Original Equipment Tie Rod Ends 

-made by Thompson Products. 

Thompson has long served both the 

automotive and aviation industries, and 

today is blazing trails in light metals, 

powder metallurgy and electronics. 

Thompson Products, Inc., General 

Offices, Cleveland }7, Ohio. 
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FROM A LIBERTARIAN'S LIBRARY 

WE AMERICANS seem to believe that just because our pioneer 
fathers once subjugated the Indians, we in turn are obligated to 
keep them in the bondage of government "security." As a result, 
the Indian has the status of a ward instead of a citizen. Instead of 
being a responsible person, he is a dependent. 

And in a like manner, if we free Americans continue to turn 
to government for our security, we too will surely become dependent 
wards instead of responsible citizens. There will be a Commissioner 
to control our personal affairs and our individual responsibilities. 
Instead of calico and blankets, we may be promised a hundred 
dollars every month. But since the principle is the same in both 
cases, the results will also eventually be the same. 

From an article by Dean Ruaaell in Essays on Liberty, 
Vol. I. Foundation for Economic Education, lrvlngton~on· 
Hudson, N. Y. 308 pp. 50¢ paper-bound, $2.50 clothbottnd 


